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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Input-output analysis is now an established technique of
economic analysis, at both a national and state or regional
level. It has developed from a pure research model into an
important technique for planning and policy analysis. It is in
common use in regional economic forecasting, planning and
economic impact analysis, both in formal economic studies and in
informal use by government officials, planners and consultants.
This report provides a summary of input-output analysis, in
terms of its use in state and regional accounts, economic
indicators, economic impact analysis, studies of industry
significance, economic forecasting and market analysis. It is
intended as a demonstration of the practical applications of
input-output analysis.
A short summary of the applications of regional input-output
tables would include the following uses:
(a)

As an important, and often sole source, of state and
regional social accounts, allowing estimates of gross
regional product, and the direct contributions of each
sector to regional macroeconomic indicators.

(b)

As a "picture" of the regional economy, indicating the
nature of the economy in terms of significant and
insignificant categories of transactions, and the
structural characteristics of the economy.

(c)

As an indicator of sector purchasing and sales patterns,
especially "within-region" patterns.
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(d)

As a data base or component of other models including
general equilibrium, econometric, linear programming, demoeconomic, pollution, energy, and integrated and other
models where interindustry transactions are a useful data
set.

(e)

In certain types of impact studies, where the term is
defined broadly to mean measuring the effect of a change in
an economic entity on the economy in question, or simply
the economic significance of any part of the economy.

For

example, impact studies often focus on one of the following
situations:
(i)

The impact of an expansion or decline in one or more

of the existing industries or sectors in the economy. These
studies commonly address industries which are significant
in the regional economy, and where changes in the level of
operation of the industry are anticipated.
(ii)

The impact of a change in the nature of an existing

industry. This could include the introduction of new
technology or a change in the purchasing or sales pattern
of the industry.
(iii) The impact of a new industry or firm on the local
economy. The "new industry" may be a project in the stages
of construction or simply hypothetical additions to the
local economy.
(iv)

The impact of a change in government policy which

will cause an alteration in the economic enviroment of
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firms in one or more sectors of the economy, e.g. actual or
proposed changes in government expenditure.
(v)

The impact of an established existing industry on the

economy. Impact measurement is interpreted as assessing the
current economic significance of the industry in terms of
some of the more important economic indicators.
The broad interpretation of economic impact provided above
illustrates the wide variety of situations which can be analysed
using input-output analysis. In summary, economic impact analysis
is concerned with the economic consequences of events on the
economy in question. In an input-output context, this means in
pragmatic terms that it is possible to measure the effect of any
item or event that can be expressed directly or indirectly in a
part of the input-output table. Specifically, it is possible to
measure the effect of:
(a)

any item expressed as a cell, or combination of cells, in
an existing input-output table on the other cells of the
table;

(b)

the change in any such item on the other cells of the
table, and on table structure;

(c)

any item not included in the input-output table, on the
cells of the table, provided that a linear relationship
between the two can be assumed over the relevant range of
research.
In other words, the only limitation on impact analysis,

using the input-output table, is whether the impacting agent can
be reasonably represented in the table. This means, however, that
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the impact of changes in policies or in an economic enviroment
need to be expressed in terms which can be directly represented
in the input-output table (such as changes in output levels)
before their impact can be measured.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Input-output has, in recent years, developed into a widely-

used technique for economic analysis. Previously a shortage of
suitable input-output tables, particularly at the regional level,
had restricted the application of the technique by forcing
analysts into time-consuming and expensive table compilation
procedures. Recent developments in this area, primarily the socalled "hybrid" table techniques, have increased the availability
of input-output tables at the regional level and have thereby
provided an expanded data base for regional economic analysis.
Input-output has developed from a "research" technique which was
restricted in application to a limited number of specialized
higher-budget institutions, into an applied planning and
forecasting technique, virtually in "daily use" in both formal
and informal planning situations.
The last few decades have seen important conceptual
developments in input-output from the uncomplicated statement of
interindustry transactions originally conceived by the Nobel
Prize winner Wassily Leontief. The first development was the
recognition of the social accounting value of the input-output
table, and the incorporation of the table into the national
accounts of most·nations. The incorporation of input-output
tables into the United Nations recommended System of National
Accounts was a major step in this direction. The almost universal
lack of formal regional accounts has meant that regional input-
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output tables developed for other purposes are frequently used as
de facto sets of regional accounts.
A second development has been the use of the input-output
table as a data base for the study of economic structure, as a
"picture" of the economy in a holistic sense, to identify the
structural characteristics of national or regional economies.
These two developments provide some indication of the
breadth of issues and problems addressed by input-output
analysts. A short summary of the applications of regional inputoutput tables would include the following uses:
(i)

as an important, and often sole source, of regional social
accounts, allowing estimates of gross regional product, and
the direct contributions of each sector to regional
macroeconomic indicators.

(ii)

as a "picture" of the regional economy, indicating the
nature of the economy in terms of significant and
insignificant categories of transactions, and the
structural characteristics of the economy.

(iii) as ai indic~tor of sector purchasing and sales patterns,
especially "within-region" patterns.
(iv)

in certain types of impact studies, where the term is
defined broadly to mean the effect of a change in an
economic entity on the economy in question, or simply the
economic significance of any part of the economy. Examples
of the use of input-output in impact studies include
studies of:
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the effect of given levels of final demand, for example
personal consumption expenditure, government expenditure,
capital formation and exports. It is possible to forecast
the elements of the economy under different assumptions
regarding the level of one or more of these variables,
the effect of the establishment of new firms/industries on
the economy, or of the disappearance of existing units,
the effect of changes in purchasing or sales patterns,
including changes in the technology of production,
the effect of policy initiatives, including import
substitution, labour policies, and so on,
the contribution of existing firms/industries in terms of
economic significance.
(v)

as a data base or component of other models including
general equilibrium, econometric, linear programming, demoeconomic, pollution, energy, and integrated and other
models where interindustry transactions are a useful data
set.
One of the features of recent developments in input-output

has been the increasing number of applications of the model. This
report provides a brief description of the more common
applications of the input-output model in a purely non-technical
format. The intention is not to provide a detailed user's guide most of the technical aspects and intermediate steps are not
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shown 1 - but simply to provide a background description of the
uses of input-output analysis in regional planning.
2.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE TRANSACTIONS TABLE
The features of an input-output transactions table are

illustrated by Table 1, and is used for demonstration purposes
throughout this report. A transactions table or flow table
records the production and disposal of the goods and services in
an economic system for a particular period. It is, in essence, a
numerical snapshot or picture, capturing the size, shape and
essential features of the economy during the period of interest
which is usually one year. This is achieved by disaggregating the
products produced in the economy into a number of individual
industries or sectors, and recording the transactions between
these sectors in a transactions table. Table 1 shows the economy
represented by four sectors - Agriculture, Mining, Manufacturing
and Services. Operational tables for research and policy purposes
will be more highly disaggregated, sometimes with several hundred
sectors.
The rows of the table show the sales or disposal of the
output of each sector. For example, Table 1 shows that the
Agricultural sector sold $Sm to industries in the same sector,
virtually nothing to the Mining sector, $112m to the
1.
A technical description of the input-output model is beyond
the scope of this report. However, the interested reader is
referred to the references listed at the end of this report for
additional information. Most of the material in this report is
drawn from the text Input-Output for Practitioners: Theory and
Applications, by R.C. Jensen and G.R. West, Department of Local
Government and Administrative Services, Canberra (Australia),
1986.
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Manufacturing sector, and so on. It also sold $46m direct to
members of households for current consumption, exported $96m out
of the region, added $2lm to stocks, etc., out of a total
production (output) of $286m.
Each column shows the inputs which each sector purchases
from other sectors. Thus, the Agricultural sector shows purchases
of $5m from firms within the same sector, $19m from the
Manufacturing sector, etc., in addition to purchases of $120m in
the form of wages and salaries of employees, $35m in the form of
imports, and so on. Each entry in the transactions table is
therefore shown as a purchase by one sector as well as a sale by
one sector, corresponding to the two sides of an accounting
statement. It should be noted that the term "transaction" refers
to economic transactions only and does not include purely
financial transactions or transfers such as the purchase or sale
of land and buildings.
2.1

The Four Quadrants of the Transactions Table
The input-output table accounts for all non-financial

transactions within the economy. It is essential for social
accounting purposes to distinguish between those transactions
which are end results of an economic activity and those which are
intermediate in economic activity, or represent inputs absorbed
by other sectors ·in the production process.
The Intermediate Quadrant, shown as Quadrant I in Table 1,
is also termed the "interindustry" or "processing" quadrant, or
simply the interindustry matrix. It is the heart of the inputoutput table, in that it expresses the essential features of the

Table 1

Four-Sector_Transactions_Table~1iml
(Industry by Industry, Gross Value of Output, Producers' Prices, Direct Allocation of Imports)

!Sector !Agric. Mining Manuf. Service!
I
I
I
I
I

IAgric.
I Mining
IManuf.
!Service

I
I
I
I
I

5
0
19
16

(Quadrant I)
0
11 2
4
74
10
1395
10
689

T1

IH-Hold
I

Exports
Reg.
Nat.

Capital
Gov't Stocks!
Priv. Pub.
I

2
1
846
625

(Quadrant II)
94
3
14
21
642
546
0
5

0
469
0
987

0
2
0
10

(Quadrant IV)
0
0
1
5
0
0
101
5

6960 1130241 5654

1486

I
46
11 8 I
0
791
20461 111 6
1741 I 3036

1
1
622
1026

0
0
441
0

2
1
20
1553

T2 !TOTAL!
I
I
I

21
3
2
0

2861
1681
401
11 9 I
36131 56591
52191 69601

0
0
0
7

I
I
I
01 43321
6481
4771
01 25341
11 6 1 I 31641

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26 I 90401130241
T1
666
441
40
24
1650 I 39841 4198
1576
2270
1474
659
I
I

I

I

I

IH-Hold
I Gov' t
10.0.s.
I Imports

I
I
I
I

(Quadrant III)
1 20
52
999
10
2
58
866
81
27
14
1466
35

I
3161
101
1560
488

43321
17 1 I
25341
20031

0
0
0
51

0
0
0
0

492

1576

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0
T2
246
106
6
12
5310
90401 1456
51
95
3389
7 l 16381106781
l
I

I
I

I TOTAL I
Employ.

286
12717

11 9

5659

3057 106616 306482

428872

67 2

765

3 3 I 1 o 6 7 8 I 2 3 7 o....-·--·
2 I,,
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input-output concept and provides the core of most analytical
work involving input-output. The role of the intermediate
quadrant is its representation of economic interdependence among
the producing sectors of the economy. This is the essential
feature which distinguishes input-output from other techniques of
economic analysis. No firm, industry or sector in an economy
exists in isolation; each depends to some extent on other firms
as sources of inputs or as markets for outputs.
Knowledge of these dependencies or economic 'linkages' is
useful if we want simply to observe the importance of one sector
to the productive activity of another sector. It becomes crucial
if we need to measure the effects of a change in output levels of
one sector on the output, income or employment levels of other
sectors. Any change in output levels of one sector will set in
motion an economic reaction path via economic linkages to other
sectors in the economy. First, second and subsequent round
"multiplier" effects, representing the direct plus indirect
"flow-on" effects, can be calculated to express this economic
interdependence which is observed in the intermediate quadrant of
the transactions matrix.
The intermediate quadrant is the source of the main
distinction between regional income and expenditure accounts, and
input-output accounts. This quadrant is omitted from regional
income accounts to avoid double counting in the calculation of
Gross Regional Product as the final value of goods and services
produced in a given year.
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The Final Demand Quadrant, shown in Quadrant II in Table 1,
records the disposal of output of each sector to destinations
other than as inputs to other sectors in the economy, i.e. the
final use of goods and services as far as this economy is
concerned. Transactions tables normally show a number of
categories of final demand, e.g. personal consumption, exports
and capital formation, corresponding to the expenditure side of
the regional accounts. This quadrant therefore provides a matrix
of categories of final demand by sector of origin, providing both
the disposal pattern of sector output in the final demand rows,
and the use of each category of final demand in the columns.
The Primary Inputs Quadrant, shown as Quadrant III. in Table
1, lists inputs into each intermediate sector which originate
outside the productive system, i.e. they are not purchased from
firms within the local economy. These include items such as
imports, labour in the form of wages and salaries, gross
operating surplus, and so on. Sometimes termed the payments
sector, this quadrant is normally represented by a number of rows
which are conceptually the same as the income side of the
regional accounts. In other words, the role of the primary inputs
quadrant is twofold; within each column it illustrates the source
of primary inputs by sector, and within each row the income
earned by each primary factor of production from each producing
sector.
The Primary Inputs-to-Final Demand Quadrant, shown as
Quadrant IV in Table 1, shows those transactions which directly
link the primary inputs and final demand quadrants without
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transmission through the production system or intermediate
quadrant, e.g. imported goods directly consumed by households.
The four quadrants of the transactions table make,
therefore, a vital distinction between four types of
transactions, namely those which are exogenously determined by
economic forces external to the economy represented by the table
(the final demand quadrant), and those which show the linkages or
interindustry reaction paths of the production system (the
intermediate quadrant), those which show the usage of inputs
which are primary to the region (primary inputs quadrant), and
those which are not directly linked with the regional production
system (primary inputs-to-final demand quadrant). Together they
provide a classification of transactions which is logical in
economic terms, consistent with national or regional accounts,
and provide a basis for powerful analysis of the economy.
3.

THE TRANSACTIONS TABLE AS A SOURCE OF ECONOMIC INFORMATION

The input-output table is a double-entry set of accounts and
part of a wider system of national accounts. Each cell represents
the transactions between a group of buyers and sellers. The
analyst can observe from the table the source of inputs or
customers (i.e. the linkages) of each sector to determine the
magnitude of its primary dependence in the economy.
From another point of view, the table presents a type of
"picture" of the economy, a portrait, which enables the analyst
to observe the size, shape and main features of the economy. The
size is indicated by some measure of total transactions, total
output or value added, and the "shape" by the relative sizes of
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the various sectors and sources of production. For example, it
can be observed whether the economy is predominantly rural with a
low level of manufacturing or service activity, or a modern
sophisticated urban economy with higher levels of services and
less agricultural activity.
The main features of the economy can be recognised partly by
identification of the larger cells in the transactions table. The
nature of the local manufacturing industry in a rural region will
be evident by the nature of the linkages in the table; a
significant input linkage from the agricultural industries, as
in, e.g., Table 1, would indicate the likelihood of a primary
processing activity as dominant in that sector, and also probably
significant in the regional exports of the manufacturing sector.
3.1

Regional Accounts
The transactions table is an integral part of the social

accounting system. At the national level, the table will normally
have been developed as part of the national accounts. At the
regional level, however, official regional accounts are rarely
compiled, so that regional input-output tables, compiled for
other purposes, could be a valuable source of information for the
derivation of surrogate regional accounts.
The domestic product for the economy can be calculated from
the totals of the primary inputs rows and the final demand
columns in Table 1. Table 2 shows two approaches to the
calculation of regional value added or regional gross domestic
product, namely the sum of factor payments (including wages,
government, rent, profit, depreciation, etc.) or as total sales
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plus inventory increases less imports. The two approaches are
equivalent in an accounting sense.
Regional gross domestic product (GDP) at market prices,
shown as $7514m in Table 2, is the total market value of goods
and services produced in the region in a given time period after
deduction of the costs of goods and services used in the process
of production, but before deducting allowances for the
consumption of fixed capital. It is the sum, for all producers,
of the value of their sales (including taxes thereon), plus
increases in stocks, less purchases of intermediate goods and
services. Regional GDP is defined on a geographical basis, i.e.
the value added at market prices which originate within the
region.
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TABLE 2

Domestic Production Account

OUTGOINGS,
1. Wages

INCOMINGS,

($m)

& salaries

4,332

2. Gross Operating

Surplus

( $m)

1. Household consumption

5,654

2. Government expenditure

1,576

3 . Capital formation

1,257

2.534

Regional GDP at
factor cost

6,866
4. Increase in stocks

3. Indirect taxes less
subsides

648

33

5. Exports of goods

& services
Regional GDP at
market prices
4. Imports of goods
& services
Regional turnover of
goods and services

2,158

7,514
3,164

-------10,678

--------

Regional turnover of
goods and services

10,678

========

Table 3 shows the use of the transactions table for two
approaches to the calculation of gross regional product. Method 1
takes the expenditure approach to the calculation of GRP,
calculating gross regional expenditure ($8520m), plus exports
less imports. This is the formulation Y

=

C+I+G+X-M which is so

commonly found in economic texts. Method 2 calculates income to
factors of production.
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TABLE 3

Gross Regional Product

1. EXPENDITURE METHOD,

($m)

Consumption
Private capital formation
Public capital formation
Government expenditure
Inventory income
Gross Region Expenditure
Plus Regional Exports
Plus National Exports
(Less) Imports
Gross Regional Product

2. INCOME METHOD,
5,654
765
492

Wages & salaries
4,332
Payments to Government
648
Gross Operating Surplus 2,534

1,576
33

8,520
1,486
672

-3,164

7,514

Gross Regional Product

========
3.2

($m)

7,514

=======

Contributions to Regional Economic Indicators
Economists frequently refer to macroeconomic indicators. The

transactions table provides some detail on the disaggregation of
these indicators in its conventional presentation. If the table
has been developed in the conventional social accounting context,
the definition of the terms in the table will also be consistent
with those defined in the national accounting system.
Table 1 can be used to demonstrate the direct contributions
of the various sectors to the economy. Table 4 is calculated from
Table 1, and illustrates the roles played by each productive
sector in the economy. For example, the Manufacturing sector can
be noted as contributing 43.5 percent towards gross regional
output but only 25.6 percent of regional value added. The direct
imports required for this sector at the regional level slightly
exceeds the value of sector exports. Table 4 draws attention to
other items of significance, for example the high percentage of
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imports destined for "other" uses which includes personal
consumption, capital formation and re-exports. Tables such as
Table 4 provide a useful source of reference for "reading" the
transactions table to gain a general appreciation of the nature
or "shape" of the regional economy.
Direct Sectoral Contributions,

TABLE 4

($m)

----------------------------------------------------------------Imports
Exports
Output
Value Added
Income

Sector

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

Amount

~
0

----------------------------------------------------------------2.8
4.4
2.2
211
2.8
120
35
1.1
96

Agric.
286
Mining
119
Manuf.
5659
Service 6960
Other
0
Total
4.

0.9
43.5
53.4

a.a

13024 100.0

81
1923
4822
477

1.1
25.6
64.2
6.3

7514 100.0

52
999
3161
0

1.2
23.1
73.0

o.o

4332 100.0

14
1466
488
1161

22
0.4
46.3 1392
15.4 630
36.7
18

1.0
64.5
29.2
0.8

3164 100.0 2158 100.0

THE DIRECT COEFFICIENT MATRIX
The transactions table of the type shown in Table 1 is

simply an accounting statement pertaining to a particular economy
for a particular time period. The calculation of the coefficient
table is the first step in the transition from the transactions
table which has limited analytical application to the
considerable analytical power of the input-output model.
The coefficient table or coefficient matrix is shown in
Table 5. It is calculated simply by the division of all entries
in each sector's column by the gross output (or column sum) for
that industry. For example, the elements of the first column of
Table 1 are divided by 286 to derive the first column of Table 5.
The coefficients are variously termed technical, technology,
input-output, or direct coefficients; sometimes these terms are
applied to the table as a whole and sometimes only to the

Table 5

Direct_Coefficients_Table

!Sector IAgric. Mining Manuf. Service!
I
I
I

T1

IH-Hold
I

Exports
Nat.

Reg.

Capital
Gov't Stocks!
Priv. Pub.
I

T2 ITOTALI
I
I

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Quadrant I)
(Quadrant II)
I
I
I
I
I

I

o.oo
0.03
0.08
0.08

0.02
0.01
0.25
0. 1 2

o.oo
o.oo
0.09
0. 1 5

0.041
0.051
o.491
o. 4 1 I

0.01
o.oo
0.20
0.54

o.oo
o.oo
0.57
o.42

0. 1 4
0.03
0.81
0.01

o.oo
0.02
o.84
o.oo

o.oo
o.oo
0.90
o.oo

o.oo
o.oo
0.01
0.99

o.64
0.09
0.06
o.oo

0.791
o. 1 4 I
3-391
1 • 95 I

o.831
o. 1 9 I
3. 87 I
2.361

0.42
0.03
0.28
0. 1 2

o.44
0.02
0.23
0.12

0. 1 8
0.01
0.15
0.26

o.45
0.01
0.22

o.oo
0.08
o.oo

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

o.oo
0.01

0.01

0.01

0.10

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

0.17

o.oo
O. 1 3

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

0.01

1• 49 I
0.081
o.891
0.571

0.001
0.091
0.001
o.641

1• 49 I
o. 1 7 I
o.891
1 • 21 I

I o.86

0.80

0.60

0.76

I 3.021

0.26

0.01

0.01

0.14

0. 1 0

o.oo

0.21

I TOTAL I 1.00

1•00

1•00

1.00

I 4.001

1.00

1.00

1.00

1•00

1•00

1.00

1.00 I 1.00111.001

IAgric. I 0.02
!Mining II o.oo
IManuf. II 0.07
I Service I 0.06

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.20
0.40
0.24
1.00
o.86
0.74 0.99
0.99
0.90
0.79 I 6.211 7.251
I T1
I 0. 1 4
I 0.981
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Quadrant III)
(Quadrant IV)
I
I
I
I
I

IH-Hold II
I
IGov't
I
IG.o.s. II
I Imports I
I T2

Employ.

0.04

0.03

0.04

0.21

I 0.731 3.751
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coefficients in the intermediate quadrant. The latter is usually
termed the A matrix, as a matrix of [aij] coefficients.
The coefficients in each column of the coefficient matrix
refer to the amount of inputs, for each dollar of output,
required by each sector listed at the top of the table from each
sector shown at the left of the table. For example, each (or
average) dollar of output of the Manufacturing sector requires,
from regional sources, 2 cents in inputs from Agricultural
industries, 1 cent in inputs from Mining industries, 25 cents in
inputs from Manufacturing industries, and 12 cents in inputs from
Service industries, or a total of 40 cents from all regional
industries.
The A matrix represents the interdependence between the
sectors of the regional economy. Each aij coefficient represents
the amount of input required from sector i per unit (dollar) of
output of sector j. Each column of coefficients relating to the
productive sectors represents a pattern of input purchases, i.e.
the amounts purchased from each sector, including households,
taxes and surpluses which are located within the region, and
those inputs and finished goods which are imported.
The household column in Table 5 shows a regional consumption
function, i.e. the amount of each dollar of household consumption
which is spent locally on the products of each sector, and the
amount which is spent on imported commodities. It is therefore
slightly different from the "pure" consumption function in the
economics literature. Similarly, the exports columns provide
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regional export functions, defining the proportion of exports
from each source.
The rows of Table 5 provide useful information with respect
to "local use-intensities", or the extent to which each sector
uses local inputs on a comparitive basis. For example, the
household row provides a commonly used measure of labour cost
intensity of local sectors. The variation in labour costs between
sectors is usually significant, e.g. labour costs vary from 45
percent for the Services sector to 18 percent for the
Manufacturing sector which is conventionally less labourintensive. A useful comparison can be made between this measure
and the employment coefficient. The employment coefficient shows
the number of employees per unit ($ 1 000) of output, and
comparison with the labour cost coefficient provides some
indication of relative wage rates in the various sectors.
The coefficients in the household row, while representing
relative labour costs, also represent household incomes of those
employed in each sector, and are commonly termed household income
coefficients. They are, with household consumption coefficients,
sometimes included as a processing sector if the analyst wishes
to treat household incomes and expenditure as endogenously
determined in the regional economy.
The use of the input-output model implies that the
coefficients are constant in the context of the application. For
example, an application which uses the table for projection or
forecasting over a period of years implies that the coefficients
are stable over that period. This is not an assumption of
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constant technology, but primarily an assumption regarding the
constancy of sector purchasing patterns. Within this assumption,
relative prices and quantities purchased could be presumed to
vary, with the condition that the purchasing pattern is invariant
for the purpose of the analysis.
It is necessary to take this assumption further, and to
assume that this constancy occurs over all levels of production
relevant to the research exercise. For example, if we were
concerned with the effect of a 10 percent increase in
manufacturing output, we would need to accept the assumption that
each marginal dollar increase in output of manufactured goods
would result in an additional two cents from the Agriculture
sector, and so on. This is an assumption of linearity over the
range of interest of the research exercise.
It should be established that the constancy and linearity
assumptions are not pecular to the input-output model. In
regional economic analysis, for example, virtually all
methodologies, including Keynesian and economic base multiplier
analysis, incorporate some implied assumptions of linearity.
5.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT PURCHASES

Table 5 shows the direct or first-round purchases made by
each sector from all other intermediate sectors per dollar worth
of output. In addition to these first-round purchases, there will
be a series of indirect purchases as waves of second, third and
subsequent-round effects make their way throughout the regional
economy. For example, an increase in the output of the
manufacturing sector will require increased inputs from all other
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intermediate sectors in first-round effects - these sectors in
turn will need to increase their output to supply these inputs
into the manufacturing sector and therefore in turn will need to
purchase further inputs in second-round output effects, and so
on. As these "ripple" effects spread through the regional
economy, each succeeding round becomes smaller and less
significant, and eventually becomes small enough to be of no
analytical interest.
One important part of input-output analysis is the
construction of a table which shows both the direct and indirect
effects of changes in the output of each sector, i.e. the total
effect of a dollar change in the delivery to final demand of the
output of each sector. This could be a change in the level of
final demand by any of the final demand categories shown in Table
1, namely household consumption, exports, capital formation,
government expenditure or additions to inventories.
Various methods, all conceptually similar, exist to
calculate these total (direct and indirect) effects. An iterative
method is commonly used to estimate each round of purchases, and
these rounds are summed to obtain a total combined direct and
indirect effect. The table of second-round effects can be
calculated simply by multiplying the A matrix by itself, i.e. the
A2 matrix. Similarly, the third-round effects can be calculated
as the A3 matrix, and so on. The matrices A2 to A4 for our
example are shown below:
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A2

r

A3

1
I
I
- I
I
I .02 .03 .08 .041
I .02 .02 .05 .031
L
J

-

r

1
- I
I
- I
I
I .01 .01 .02 .011
I .01 .01 .02 .011
L
J

r
I
I
I
I

A4

.01
.01

L

-

l
I
I
I
I

J

These matrices show the various effects on the industry
represented by the row, of a per dollar increase in output of the
industry represented by the column.
If we sum the matrices A2 , A3 ,

• • • I

An, we obtain the

indirect, or industrial-support, effects of a dollar increase in
sales to final demand of each sector. If we add to this the
direct coefficient matrix, we obtain a matrix representing the
direct and indirect, or production-induced, effects of output
increases. The term production-induced has been applied to note
that the increases are attributable only to production effects.
This matrix, together with the initially assumed dollar increase
in output, is usually termed the open Leontief inverse, the open
general solution, or simply the open inverse. The term "open" is
applied to indicate that the model includes only the production
or intermediate sectors, and that none of the final demand
sectors have been included in the A matrix for the purpose of the
analysis.
The open inverse is shown in Table 6. It is termed the
inverse since it is equivalent to the inverse of the Leontief
matrix,

(I-A). Table 6 shows the direct and indirect, or

production-induced effects of a dollar sales to final demand of
each sector shown at the top of the table on each sector shown at
the left of the table. For example, each (additional) dollar of
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sales by Manufacturing to final demand would result, after all
rounds of economic reaction have been felt throughout the
economy, in 3 (additional) cents in Agricultural production, 2
(additional) cents in Mining production, $1.35 (including the
assumed initial dollar increase) in Manufacturing output, and 20
(additional) cents in the Service sector, providing a total of
$1.60 on the productive sectors in the economy as a whole. Each
entry in Table 6 is therefore a multiplier indicating an expected
response to a dollar sales stimulus - the elements are
disaggregated output multipliers showing the relative output
effects which can be expected in each sector of the economy, and
the sum of these items represents the conventional direct and
indirect input-output multiplier, showing the expected relative
impacts on the economy as a whole
TABLE 6

Open Inverse Matrix

!Sector I Agric.
IAgric. I
!Mining I
IManuf. I
IServicel

Mining

1.02

o.oo

0.10
0.08

1.04
0.13
0.12

o.oo

Manuf.
0.03
0.02
1.35
0.20

Service!
0.001
0.001
0.141
1.191

-----------------------------------------1.20
1.29
1.60
1.331
I Total I
6.

CONSUMPTION-INDUCED EFFECTS

The open model outlined above expresses the situation when
only the productive sectors of the economy are assumed to be
endogenous, i.e. when all final demand sectors are assumed to be
determined by factors outside the regional productive system. If
this assumption is considered unsatisfactory, the model can be
fully or partially closed with respect to other variables. Most
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analysts prefer, for example, to work on the assumption that the
household sector is an endogenous component of the economy, i.e.
that the level of local production is important in determining
local levels of household income, that this in turn will be spent
locally to a large extent and therefore infleunce the level of
local consumption, and that this in turn will influence the local
level of output of each sector. In this case, the input-output
model can be closed with respect to households by bringing the
household sector into the intermediate quadrant. The household
row may be wholly incorporated if it is reasonable to assume that
virtually all of the income which is earned locally is spent
locally, or fractionally incorporated if some propensity to spend
locally can be identified. The new closed matrix, sometimes
termed the augmented matrix, is denoted here as A*. The A matrix
can be closed with respect to other variables such as, for
example, regional trade, if it can be reasonably assumed that the
levels of imports and exports are functionally interrelated.
The augmented A* matrix is conceptually similar to the A
matrix, except that each round of economic reaction now
incorporates an addition to the income of households and an
increase in output of the local sectors to satisify the
requirements caused by the local expenditure of this household
income. Thus the·inverse of the closed model includes an income
multiplier and consumption effects. The closed inverse is given
in Table 7.

r
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TABLE 7

Closed Inverse Matrix

!Sector I Agric.

Mining

Manuf.

Service I H-Hold I

jAgric. I
!Mining I
jManuf. I
jServicel

1.03
0.01
0.37
0.61

0.02
1.04
0.43
0.70

0.04
0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

1.55
0.58

0.46
1.82

0.01
0.55

IH-Hold I

0.78

0.86

0.56

o.92

1.09

I

1.61 I

The elements of the closed inverse which correspond to the
productive sectors are similarly disaggregated output
multipliers. They are larger than the elements of the open
inverse because they include output levels required by local
firms to meet the consumption-induced output effects. The
household row of the closed inverse indicates the amount of
income which accrues to households in direct, production-induced
and consumption-induced effects, per dollar of sales of each
sector. The household column indicates a consumption multiplier,
i.e. the effect on the output of each sector of an average or
additional dollar of consumption in the region.
7.

INPUT-OUTPUT MULTIPLIERS

7.1

Output Multipliers

* and
We can summarize the details contained in the A, A,
inverse matrices by constructing a table of multipliers, such as
Tables 8 and 9. Table 8 shows, for example, that each dollar of
output of the Agriculture sector can be expected to result in 14
cents in direct or first-round output effects in all sectors, 6
cents in indirect or industrial-support output effects, and 81
cents in consumption-induced output effects, giving a total
multiplier of 2.01 or a flow-on effect from the initial dollar
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impact of $1.01. This flow-on effect can be considered to be the
output result of the assumed dollar output stimulus to the
regional economy, thus depicting the multiplier as a measure of
response to a stimulus which can be valued in this case as an
additional (or average) dollar of output.
TABLE 8
Sector

Total output Multipliers
Initial
Effect

First
Round

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.14
0.20
0.40
0.24

Agric.
Mining
Manuf.
Service

Indust Cons'm
Total
Flow-on
Support Induced Multiplier Multiplier
0.06
0.09
0.20
0.10

0.81
0.89
0.59
0.96

2.01
2.18
2.18
2.30

1.01
1.18
1.18
1.30

This information can also be disaggregated as shown in Table
9 for the Agricultural sector, or the flow-on multiplier effects
ranked in descending order as given in Table 10, showing that
60.15

percent of the flow-on output effects occur in the

Services sector, 36.23 percent in the Manufacturing sector, and
so on. These multipliers, showing the sectoral impact of a
stimulus, have an important use in applied regional planning
since they allow estimates of the expected reaction on each and
every sector in the economy to a proposed change in the final
demand of one or more sectors in the regional economy to be
calculated.
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TABLE 9
Sector

Disaggregated Output Multiplier, Agriculture Sector
Indust
Support

Cons'm
Induced

Flow-on
Effect

Initial
Effect

First
Round

Agric.
Mining
Manuf.
Service

o.oo
o.oo

0.00
0.03
0.03

o.oo

0.01

0.27
0.53

0.37

0.00

0.00
0.07
0.06

0.61

0.01
0.37
0.61

TOTAL

1.00

0.14

0.06

0.81

2.01

1.01

Total
Effect

----------------------------------------------------------------0.01
0.02
0.00
0.03
1.00
1.03

TABLE 10

Ranked Disaggregated Output Flow-ans,
Agriculture Sector
Rank
1
2
3
4

Sector

Percent

Flow-on
Multiplier

Service
Manuf.
Agric.
Mining

60.15
36.23
3.13
0.50

0.61
0.37
0.03
0.01

100.00

1.01

TOTAL
7.2

Other Multipliers
The direct coefficient matrix and inverse matrices are

essentially a series of output multipliers. It is possible to
convert these matrices into other types of multipliers by
multiplying these elements by coefficients which relate directly
to output levels.
For example, household income multipliers derived from
input-output tables show the expected impact of an assumed dollar
of output of each sector on regional household income. Thus the
household income equivalent to the output matrices can be derived
by multiplying each output coefficient by the corresponding
income coefficient as given in the household row of Table 5, and
household income multipliers calculated which are parallel in
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meaning to the output multipliers discussed in the previous
section.
The household income multipliers are shown in Tables 11 and
12. These multipliers show the income effects of an output
change, e.g. each dollar of Agricultural output results in 42
cents in income within the same sector, 4 cents in industries
affected by first-round purchases, 2 cents in industries affected
by industrial-support effects, and 29 cents in industries
affected by consumption-induced effects, leading to total income
effects of 78 cents per dollar of Agricultural output. Of this,
36 cents occurs as a result of flow-on effects. Table 12 shows
the disaggregated income multiplier for the Agriculture sector.
TABLE 11

Total Income Multipliers

Sector Initial First Indust Cons'm Total Flow-on Type I Type II
Effect Round Support Induced
Agric.
Mining
Manuf.
Service
TABLE 12
Sector

0.42
0.44
0.18
0.45

0.04
0.07
0.11
0.08

0.02
0.03
0.06
0.03

0.29
0.32
0.21
0.35

0.78
0.86
0.56
0.92

0.36
0.42
0.38
0.47

1.15
1.22
1.97
1.25

1.85
1. 96
3.17
2.02

Disaggregated Income Multiplier, Agriculture Sector
Indust
Support

Cons'm
Induced

Total
Effect

Flow-on
Effect

Initial
Effect

First
Round

Agric.
Mining
Manuf.
Service

o.oo
o.oo
o.oo

0.00
0.01
0.03

0.00
0.01

o.oo

o.oo

o.oo

0.05

0.06

0.01

0.24

0.28

0.06
0.28

TOTAL

0.42

0.04

0.02

0.29

0.78

0.36

----------------------------------------------------------------o.oo
o.oo
0.43
0.01
0.42
0.01

----------------------------------------------------------------In order to establish a relationship between initial or ownsector income effects and flow-on income effects, analysts often

)
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calculate ratios commonly termed Type I and Type II
"multipliers", although they are not strictly multipliers in a
technical sense. These can be summarized as
Type I Ratio=
Type II Ratio=

Direct & Indirect
Initial (Own Sector) Effect
Total Effect
Initial Effect

These can be used as measures of association, e.g. each dollar of
household income accruing to employees in the Manufacturing
sector is associated with $3.17 in household income in all
sectors, including the initial income dollar in the Manufacturing
sector. The Type II ratio in particular is commonly used in this
way in impact analysis.
In a similar manner to the above, it is possible to convert
the output matrices into other types of multipliers by
multiplying by other types of coefficients. Perhaps the most
common additional type of multiplier calculated by input-output
analysts, and one of policy significance, is the employment
multiplier, as shown in Table 13 - this is calculated by
multiplying the appropriate inverse matrices by the employment
coefficients in Table 5.
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TABLE 13

Total Employment Multipliers (/$ 1 000)

Sector Initial First Indust Cons'm Total Flow-on Type I Type II
Effect Round Support Induced

----------------------------------------------------------------o.oo
o.oo
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.04
1.79
1.14

!

i:

Agric.
Mining
Manuf.
Service

0.03
0.02
0.04

0.01
0.01
0.01

o.oo

0.01

o.oo

0.03
0.02
0.03

0.07
0.06
0.09

0.04
0.04
0.05

1.34
1.91
1.26

2.59
3.01
2.03

Conceptually, any item, either from within the input-output
table (as with household income) or external to the table (as
with employment multipliers) which can reasonably be considered
to vary directly with output levels (over the range of possible
effects) can be the subject of a multiplier calculation. Items
such as imports, energy usage, and pollution have commonly been
analysed in this context.
8.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
One main objective of economic research is the study of

impacts, where the term refers generally to the consequences of
some actual, expected or hypothetical event or phenomenon. For
example, the emergence in recent years of the practice of
preparing enviromental impact statements reflects the desire on
the part of authorities to be informed of the likely consequences
on the physical enviroment of a proposed action or development.
Similarly, social impact analysis is concerned with effects of
events on the social fabric, and regional economic impact
analysis with effects of events on the local economies. These
impact studies, all of which are ideally required for a
comprehensive view of the effect on the society in question, are
intended to isolate and identify the more significant
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consequences of an event or phenomenon, and to enable the
planner/decision-maker to be aware of the consequences of
alternative courses of action.
Because of the complexity and expense of impact studies,
they tend to be restricted to significant new or existing
phenomena. The consequences often include a wide variety of
impacts in economic, social, physical, political, sociological,
welfare and other items. For example, the existance of a major
long-established manufacturing industry in a region has
inevitably resulted in such a wide variety of impacts on the
regional social and economic structure that any attempt to detail
all of these impacts is virtually impossible. Impact studies
therefore, by their nature, must be limited to the assessment of
certain effects which are non-trivial and of some significant
consequence to the regional community.
The concern here is only with the measurement of economic
impact, and only with certain aspects of economic impact. The
economic consequences of a large industry would, for example, be
felt in many aspects of regional economic activity, including
regional levels of production, income, employment and
unemployment, land and housing prices, taxation levels, income
redistribution, and so on. Economic analysis is, however, limited
by the nature of ·the models available. Fully comprehensive models
incorporating all aspects of economic activity do not exist, and
more complex models which would include a wider variety of
regional economic phenomena are rarely available for applied
economic analysis at the regional level.
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The impacting agent may be an actual or potential source of
economic change in the economy in question, or an industry which
is currently established and operating in the economy. For
example, impact studies often focus on one of the following
situations:
(i)

the impact of an expansion or decline in one or more of the
existing industries or sectors in the economy. These
studies commonly address industries which are significant

in the regional economy, and where changes in the level of
operation of the industry are anticipated.
(ii)

the impact of a change in the nature of an existing
industry. This could include the introduction of new
technology or a change in the purchasing or sales pattern
of the industry.

(iii) the impact of a new industry or firm on the local economy.
The "new industry" may be a project i_n the stages of
construction or simply hypothetical additions to the local
economy.
(iv)

the impact of a change in government policy which will
cause an alteration in the economic enviroment of firms in
one or more sectors of the economy, e.g. actual or proposed
changes in government expenditure.

(v)

the impact·of an established existing industry on the
economy. Impact measurement is interpreted as assessing the
current economic significance of the industry in terms of
some of the more important economic indicators.
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This list is by no means exhaustive. In principle, any
economic term which can be represented by a cell (or cells) in an
input-output table, or by a change to a cell, is an impacting
agent in the sense that its significance can be represented in
terms of the remainder of the table. It follows that the only
limitation on impact analysis, using the input-output table, is
whether the impacting agent can be reasonably represented in the
table. It follows also that the impact of changes in policies or
in an economic enviroment need to be expressed in terms which can
be directly represented in the input-output table (such as
changes in output levels) before their impact can be measured.
8.1

Impact Measurement Vs. Evaluation
Some confusion emerges regularly in public discussion in the

use of the terms "impact" and "evaluation". The input-output
analyst is concerned with measuring the impact or effect of a
given stimulus in economic terms such as levels of output and
employment. These impacts are represented simply as transactions;
usually as increases or decreases in the value of GDP. Because of
the growth-orientation of economics and the general belief that
growth is the desired objective, there is some implication
attached to input-output analysis that an addition to
transactions, an expanded or new industry in the table, is a
desirable development or benefit to the economy. While this
implication is common in the literature, it can be somewhat
misleading.
The benefit/cost approach to project evaluation attempts to
demonstrate the relationship between the benefits derived by

,
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society and the costs (monetary or otherwise) induced as a result
of an action or investment, i.e. whether society benefits from
the project in question, in comparison to alternative uses for
the resources available. Part of these streams of benefits and
costs would appear in the input-output table where they are not
separated as benefits and costs per se, but are simply
transactions within the economy.
While it is important to draw this conceptual distinction
between impact and evaluation studies, it is not uncommon to
observe impact statements per se used as justification for a
course of action. In fact, impact statements are often seen as
ends in themselves, negating the need for an evaluation. However,
while impact statements should provide important input into
evaluation studies, they do not in them~elves provide evaluative
guidance. Unfortunately, the multiplier flow-on effects of a
project are not normally included in benefit/cost analyses.
8.2

Comnensating Vs. Non-Compensating Impacts
Economic impacts can be measured in terms of a compensated

change (i.e. the net result of two or more changes) or in an
uncompensated context. The latter refers to the impact of a given
event on a defined region, on the implied assumption that the
event has no compensating significance beyond the region in
question. If, however, the event represents a large firm
relocating from Region A to Region B, the analyst should consider
the balance between the positive impact on Region Band the
negative impact on Region A, or the compensated effect of the
relocation.
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In practice, most analysts use input-output impact analysis
in an uncompensated context, since they are concerned simply with
the effects of an event on a specific regional economy. Although
this approach secures the results required for the specific
research project, it can sometimes obscure important compensated
changes. For example, a new large project in a region could
result in the relocation of complementary or substitute
industries within the same region, causing negative multiplier
effects which offset the positive effects of the project.
It follows, therefore, that the size of the economy as
defined for the analysis will be important in the definition of
the compensating impacts. For instance, an effect which is
uncompensated at the local level could well have a compensated
effect at the larger region or national level.
9.

STUDIES OF ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE

Input-output analysts are frequently requested to provide
estimates of the significance of an existing firm, industry or
sector, or combination of these, in terms of their "economic
importance" or "economic contribution". This is, in effect, the
calculation, from the input-output table, of the economic
activity which could be considered to be associated or
attributable to the particular impacting agent in direct and
indirect terms. These requests arise for many reasons.
Governments might wish to be informed of the relative size of an
industry in the economy for economic of financial planning
purposes. More commonly, industry leaders feel some advantage can

.-

be gained by obtaining an objective measurement of the economic
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significance of their industry - such a measure is often used to
remind government of the contribution of the industry to the
local economy, perhaps in the light of actual or possible changes
in the economic operating enviroment of that industry.
The direct significance of an industry refers to the
significance reflected only in the primary linkages and output
levels, and exclusive of indirect linkages. Observation of these
come from analysis of the transactions table which is the basic
statement of economic activity for the region. The first and
simplest level of examination of the sector's significance is
basically qualitative or informal.
Table 1 shows that the Agriculture sector, for example, is
reasonably insignificant in comparison to the Manufacturing and
Service sectors, but is larger than the regional Mining industry.
The apparently weak (in absolute terms) linkages with other
sectors in the economy can be seen, in that Agriculture sales to
Mining and Services are (as expected) virtually zero, that some
minor intrasectoral sales occur and that the only significant
sales are to the Manufacturing sector, presumably representing
sales of farm products to rural products processing industries.
Analysis of this type can be quite detailed and is both
I .

I
l

I
I

I

informative and valuable, but often tends to be overlooked by
analysts seeking·to take advantage of the availability of more
complex methods of analysis. Certainly the value of more complex
analysis is enhanced by an understanding of the basic nature of
the industry concerned as reflected both in the transactions
table and by personal familiarity with the industry .

•

L
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A

quantitative assessment of the direct significance of a

sector can be ascertained from a more formal analysis of Table 1,
as expressed, for example, in Table 4. These, and other
indicators drawn from Table 1 for the Agriculture sector, have
been assembled in Table 14. These figures confirm the less
significant role of Agriculture in the regional economy. For
example, the sector contributed 2.2 percent of output as defined
in the input-output table, but provided 2.8 percent of regional
value added (gross regional product) and 3.0 percent of regional
employment.
TABLE 14

Direct Economic Contribution of Agriculture
Amount
($m)

Output
Value Added

Household Income
Payments to Government
Gross Operating Surplus
Household Consumption
Capital Formation
Government Expenditure
Changes in Stocks
Exports
Imports
(Net Trade)

286
211
120
10
81
46
3
2

21
96
35
61

Percentage of
Regional Total
2.2
2.8

2.8
1.5
3.2
0.8
0.2
0.1
80.8
4.5
1.1

Ji
i1'

Other
Intermediate Sales
Intermediate Purchases
Primary Inputs
Final Demand
Employment (persons)

118
40

246
168

12717

3.0
1.0
2.7
1. 9
3.0

Any comprehensive measure of economic significance would,
however, include not only the economic significance of the
primary linkages in the economy, but also the indirect effects
attributable to the industry in question. For example, the
Agriculture sector produced $286m of output during the year, and
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in the process of this production, the sector purchased inputs
=rom other sectors which in turn required a series of second and
third-round purchases, and so on. It is a reasonable in the
estimation of economic significance to be able to measure all
economic effects, including both direct and indirect effects,
which are attributable to the industry in question. This can be

achieved by the use of the input-output multipliers, as shown in
'!'ables 8 to 13.
10.

FORECASTING WITH INPUT-OUTPUT
Input-output analysis is often called upon to make economic

statements about a "what if" situation. For example, what are the
I

i'

I

likely repercussions on the regional economy of the introduction
of a new industry or the disappearance of a major industry
causing significant import substitution adjustments, the
introduction of new technologies or industry structure, the
construction of large capital projects such as a dam or railroad,
changes in market patterns, e.g. new or decreasing export
markets, or simply changes due to normal regional growth
patterns? We now move from analysing the status quo into a
forecasting or prediction situation. The procedures are similar
except that forecasting involves an additional element of
uncertainty.
Input-output differs from most forecasting techniques in
that it (usually) does not depend on time series data. The only
prerequisite is the existence of an appropriate input-output
table of the economy in question, plus information on the
proposed change which is to be imposed on the economy.
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Nevertheless, there are usually some things which should be
=orne in mind when using input-output for forecasting. The first
a~d most obvious is that if we are attempting to predict the
effects of changes in output levels and final demand, then the
assumptions of linearity over the range of output values under
consideration become more critical. Secondly, special
consideration needs to be given to the procedures used to project
~~e

transactions or direct coefficient table to the time period

relevent to the impact analysis.
The procedures used will vary depending on the type of
i~pact analysis. The first consideration depends on whether the
forecasts are short term or long term. Most impact studies assume
constant technological coefficients over the short term, i.e.
~hat the input-output coefficients remain relatively stable. It
has been suggested that an input-output coefficient matrix can
remain stable for up to five years, since many economists believe
that regional growth patterns are relatively stable and
technological change has little effect on the input-output
coefficient matrix in the short term because of the long time
periods taken to implement such changes. As long as the relative
purchasing patterns within sectors remain approximately constant,
irrespective of whether the physical inputs or price levels
change, the direct coefficient matrix can be used for
forecasting.
Obviously, this is more likely to be the case for more
highly aggregated matrices, since small changes by individual
firms are often compensating at the sector level. Unfortunately,
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the more aggregated the matrix, the less detail is available for
calculating disaggregated multipliers.
If we want to use the table for forecasting in the medium
or long term, or we want to study the effects of a specific
change in the transactions matrix such as a new industry or a
change in industry structure, more care needs to be directed
towards ensuring that the table is representative of the forecast
period. There is such a variety of techniques that can be used
for projecting a matrix that even a summary discussion would go
beyond the scope of this report.
10.1 Imnact Studies Involving Changes in Final Demand
An economic impact analysis using input-output involves
estimating the changes in output (or income, employment, etc.) in
response to an actual or potential source of economic change in
the regional economy. Many of the changes that occur in sector
production levels do so following a change in one of the final
demand sectors. For example, a change in the level of exports
begins as an economic stimulus (increase or decrease) to the
exports sector, and is then felt by the producing sectors as they
respond to the first, second and subsequent production impulses
which pass through the economy. This is why the input-output
model is often termed a "demand-driven" model 2 . Most of the
operational and policy problems can be reduced, in effect, to
calculating the effect of an expected or hypothesised change in
2.
It is possible to reformulate the input-output model to
respond to changes in one or more of the primary input sectors.
This formulation, less common in practice, is called the "supplydriven" model.
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the level of activity of one or more final demand sectors on the
producing sectors of the economy. Note that, in the conventional
format of the input-output model, no distinction is made between
final demand categories, e.g. a one dollar increase in exports
will have the same effect as a one dollar increase in the level
of stocks.
Most impact situations are more complex than a single change
in final demand, and are more appropriately represented by
multiple adjustments. These adjustments might represent a general
move in the same direction for all categories, such as a general
increase in consumption levels due to tax reductions, or
compensating adjustments such as the reallocation of government
expenditure from the services sector to the private sector.
Consider a simple example. Assume that a mining development
venture is proposed with an expected export value of $1.lm, but
that this will require land resources which will result in a
decrease in the exports of agriculture industries by $1.lm. 3 If
we were using a simple economic base model, we would conclude
that, because the net level of exports remains the same, the net
effect on the regional economy would be zero. However, this is
only the direct effect of the impact - because the expenditure
and purchasing patterns of the two sectors are different, it
would be extremely unlikely if, in fact, the net indirect impact
was also zero. This can be calculated through the input-output
model.
3.
It is highly unlikely that the increases and decreases will
be equally compensating. It is assumed here for convenience.
I
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Methodologically, the calculation of impacts resulting from
multiple changes in final demand is simple. All that is required
is to multiply the estimated final demand change in each sector
by the multiplier for that sector. The net impact on the economy
is calculated simply by summing the individual impacts. This is
demonstrated in Table 15.
Table 15 shows, for example, that even though the net
initial output effect is zero, there is a net increase in firstround output effects of $0.06m, in industrial-support effects of
$0.04m and consumption-induced effects of $0.09m, giving a total
net increase in the regional economy of $0.19m. This is bought
about by the relatively more interrelated structure of the Mining
industry in the economy, which can be seen by comparing the
corresponding columns in Table 5; purchases by the Mining
industry from other producing sectors are larger than those for
Agriculture. At the same time, there is an initial increase in
income of $0.02m and a decrease in employment of about 21
persons, resulting from a loss of 49 from Agriculture and a gain
of 28 by Mining. The increase in income is due to a
redistribution of income from Agriculture to Mining combined with
the higher relative income rate of miners. The initial decrease
in employment is offset to a certain extent by a subsequent
increase in employment of 6 persons as a result of flow-on
effects which pass through the economy.
It is important to note that to use this type of analysis,
the existing sectors in the table must be an accurate
representation of the industries under scrutiny. If the firms or
I
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~ndustries are sufficiently different in coefficient structure so
~hat they cannot be adequately represented by one or more of the
existing rows and columns in the table, then alternative
approaches will have to be utilized which involve changes or
modifications to the table.
10.2 Impact studies Involving Changes in the Table
It does not require a change in the level of final demand
to initialize an impact study. Any change, proposed or actual,
that can be measured or estimated and superimposed on the table,
can constitute the basis for an impact analysis.
This situation will arise when the analyst is not satisfied
that the original and unadjusted table will provide an acceptable
representation of the industries involved, and the transactions
table or direct coefficient matrix will need to be modified in
some way. For instance, the entry (or exit) of new firms can
cause changes in sales and purchasing patterns or changes in
input-output coefficients if their entry (or exit) affects the
level of technology in the local industry. In particular, the
entry of a firm or industry to produce import substitutes could
be significant. In this case a simple adjustment within a column
of the transactions table or the A matrix may be sufficient to
represent the impact.
On the other hand, expansion of the table by the addition
of a new row and column representing the impacting industry will
frequently be considered desirable. When the analyst is
interested in the impact of a new industry or firm to the region,
•

the existing sector of the table could be a poor guide to the
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impact of the new industry or firm. In this case, a common
approach is to create a new row and column for the new industry
(or firm) and to add this to the endogenous quadrant of the
table. This is a simulation of the addition of an industry to the
economy.
Similarly, if the analyst is interested in the contribution
of an existing industry to the economy, and that industry is
contained within an existing sector of the table, it may be
desirable for the impacting industry to be disaggregated from its
parent sector and separately represented in the table by a new
row and column. This will occur if there is evidence to suggest
that the existing sector would not provide sufficient detail on
the industry in question.
After the existing sectors have been modified or a new
sector created, the impact analysis can proceed as described
previously. For example, if the study involves the impact of a
new firm or industry in the region, the analysis would involve
analysing the economic significance of the industry along the
lines described in Section 9. In some cases, this may also be
extended to include the effects of proposed changes in the level
of final demand as the firm grows and passes through various
production stages until it reaches full (economic) production
levels in several years time.
11.

CLASSIFICATION OF INPUT-OUTPUT IMPACT STUDIES

The broad interpretation of economic impact provided above
illustrates the wide variety of situations which can be analysed
using input-output analysis. In summary, we are interested in the
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economic effect of things or events on the economy in question.

=~

an input-output context, this means in pragmatic terms that we

can measure the effect of any item or event that can be expressed
=irectly or indirectly in a part of the input-output table.
Specifically, it is possible to measure the effect of:
(i)

any item expressed as a cell, or combination of cells, in
an existing input-output table on the other cells of the
table.

(ii)

the change in any such item on the other cells of the
table, and on table structure.

(iii) any item not included in the input-output table, on the
cells of the table, provided that a linear relationship
between the two can be assumed over the relevant range of
research.
In terms of applied input-output analysis, these analytical
possibilities can be classified on some taxonomic basis according
to the manner in which the impact item is handled by the analyst.
Such a classification is provided in Table 16. In addition, the
Appendix to this report provides a list of empirical examples on
the uses and applications of input-output in Australia, to give
an indication of the range of possible "real-world" applications
of the technique.
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~~3-E 16

A Classification of Input-Output Impact Studies

Studies of Economic Significance
Measurement of the economic significance or
contribution of a firm, industry or sector to the
economy, at existing levels of output and final demand.
•.

Impact of Final Demand Changes (Forcasting/Projection)
Impact of changes in
one element of final demand (including household
consumption, interregional or international exports,
government expenditure, capital formation, inventory
changes, etc.)
multiple elements of final demand.
Indicative planning, forcasting and projection of the
regional economic activity or economic structure.
Other Changes in the Transactions Table
Impact of:
new or disappearing firms/industries
new technology/technological change in an industry
other changes in the table, including exports,
trade balance, value added, indirect taxation, gross
operating surplus (including profits), input and output
price/quantity effects.

~-

Impacts on Non-Table Variables
Impact on/of:
labour force, employment categories, skills mix,
occupational groups, manpower planning
energy requirements (using energy coefficients)
pollution levels (using pollution coefficients)
other variables related to output levels.
Market Analysis
Sales in terms of final demand deliveries
Wages and non-wage content of final demand.

6.

Other Issues
Import intensity/substitution
Comparative advantage
Effective rate of protection (tariff or distance)
Social cost-benefit analysis
Domestic resource cost.
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12.

EXTENSIONS TO THE SIMPLE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL
As a model of economic interdependence, the input-output

=odel is widely used as a component of larger and more complex
economic or socio-economic models. This section refers briefly to
these models. They can be models in which the input-output model
:-etains the central position as the "engine" of the model, and
which essentially involves "add-on" sub-models to the basic
input-output structure. This is not simply the use of non-table
variables such as employment, energy and pollution coefficients,
as discussed previously. It refers to the addition of other
modelling structures which allow other socio-economic variables
to influence and to be influenced by the level of economic
activity in the input-output model. Alternatively, the models can
be of completely different structure, using, for example, the
input-output table as an "add-on" module or simply using the
table as a data base.
12.1 Interregional Input-outnut Models
The convential input-output table has no spatial dimension,
apart from the relationship between the economy in question and
the "rest of the world". It is usually not possible to specify
any spatial dimension to economic impact studies with a single
conventional input-output table. Detailed analysis of the spatial
distribution of impacts requires the use of interregional or
multiregional input-output tables.
An interregional input-output table contains two types of
matrices, representing the two types of economic interdependence.
On the main diagonal are the interindustry matrices which are in
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e:fect the same interindustry matrices as shown in the single=egion model. In addition, the table shows trade matrices
=epresenting interindustry trade flows between each pair of
=egions. These trade matrices show the specific interindustry
:inkages between regions, allowing each economic activity to be
identified by industry and location.
The interregional table is 'read' in the same manner as the
single-region table. However, the size of the model will be quite
large, even at relatively modest levels of disaggregation.
:nterregional input-output multipliers also are usually larger
~~an corresponding single region multipliers because of the
interregional "feed-back'' effects, e.g. an impact on a local
industry can result, through exports to neighbouring regions, in
a stimulus to industries in those regions which in turn can have
:low-on effects through the imports sector in the initial region.
Interregional tables, however, are few and far between
because of the detailed interregional trade data required to
construct such a table. Almost universally this is an area of
critical data shortage, and is the main reason for the limited
number of applications of the interregional model.
12.2 Dynamic Models
The convential input-output model is derived under the
assumption that the output responses of an impact are virtually
instantaneous, or at least occur within the time frame of the
table (usually one year). For many applications, this constraint
does not impose a significant problem if the anticipated time
frame of the impact and flow-ans is not excessive.
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In some cases, however, the time profile of the impacts is
important for planning purposes, such as the provision of social
infrastructure associated with a development project. For
example, the accurate anticipation of infrastructure requirements
over time may be important if associated social difficulties and
bottle-necks are to be avoided.
A rather simplistic approach to incorporate time lags into
impact flow-on effects is to allocate a percentage of the flow-on
effects to the first year, to the second year, and so on. This
method involves an assessment, usually quite subjective, of the
period required for the various rounds of response to occur. This
can also be compounded by the fact that the time lags for some
responses will vary according to the type of region.
A

more sophisticated version of this model is to utilize

the power series approach of the input-output multipliers, i.e.
I + A + A 2 + A3 + . • •

Lags in production responses are introduced into the iteration of
the power series through a lag operator which picks up the output
response of only those sectors which actually respond in that
time period, e.g. each quarter. The addition of time lags in the
form mentioned here does not produce a model which is "dynamic"
in the usual economic sense of the term. The system of lags
simply provides a time profile of impacts by sector from the same
set of assumptions applicable to the normal input-output model.
The term "dynamic" is usually restricted to models which
incorporate stronger economic links between time periods than has
been proposed above. The most common approach involves making
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'.some or all) investment endogenous, i.e. to allow for the
s~ructural feed-back effects between capital expenditure and
;=oduction levels. Two types of investment are usually specified
- replacement investment and new investment, and these require
-:..~e construction of capital formation matrices. However, the
i~rect coefficients and capital matrices are still usually
assumed constant, although it may be possible in principle to
;=oject these over time.
:2.3 Demographic-Economic/Income Distribution Modelling
One of the most promising extensions of the input-output
~odel to allow for other socioeconomic variables to infleunce and
~o be infleunced by the level of activity in the input-output
=odel are methods of demographic-economic modelling in the
context of the distribution of income and consumption. It is
quite possible that a large economic impact on the regional
economy will not only have an effect on the total income level,
as determined by the income multipliers, but also on the
distribution of income across the sectors within the region.
These initial distributional changes will in turn have flow-on
effects through the production system via household consumption,
creating further changes in sector outputs, and so on.
To make this type of model operational, we would require
information on household consumption expenditure broken down
between different income groups. In some cases, it may be
possible to further extend this model to analyse the subsequent
repercussions on other variables, e.g. employment and migration
patterns.

r
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12.4 Social Accounting Matrices
A more comprehensive system of accounts, of which the inputoutput model and the income distribution model above could be
classed as sub-sets, is the social accounting system of accounts.
In this model, there are four major categories of activity,
namely factors of production, institutions, productive
activities, and interregional transfers. The intermediate
transactions or A matrix is contained within the third category.
The factors of production contain the various income groups,
labour, capital, and so on. The income which is paid to employees
in this sub-matrix is transferred to the institutions sub-matrix,
which contains the various household groups (e.g. urban, rural,
etc.), firms and government. This sub-matrix also shows the
various taxes and transfers between the household groups, firms
and government. Consumers expenditure in turn impacts on the
production activity of the economy, in addition to the direct
value added component of production and interregional trade and
foreign accounts transactions.
The social accounting matrix is a more comprehensive system
of regional accounts than the input-output transactions table
because it explicitly includes all the transfers, physical and
financial, which take place in the economy. With the increasing
awareness of the·importance of the latter on the economic
development of the region, the social accounting framework
provides a more complete picture of economic activity.
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12.5 Price Models
Most applications of input-output impact analysis assumes
constant prices while examining the effects of output changes.
However, occasions frequently occur when it is important to
identify price movements and if possible to make allowances for
them in impact analysis. For example, we might be considering the
impact of an expected increase in the value of exports of a
commodity at some future time. If the expected increase in value
is due mainly to anticipated price increases, the impact in the
regional economy will be much less than the impact of an increase
due to higher traded quantities. In the former case, we would
expect lower multiplier effects and the impact would be felt
mainly in the profits of the firm producing the exports, and in
the latter case the usual multiplier effects would occur. Often
the question of handling price effects in impact analysis is
simply dealt with by applying price indices and using real or
deflated (inflated) values of the relevant variables. For most
purposes, this procedure is generally regarded as satisfactory.
It is, however, possible to use the input-output table to
derive explicit price models. The most common model would be the
price determination model which can be used for modelling price
changes, rather than the effects of price changes on levels of
output. This provides a framework within which the effect on
prices of changes in the price of any primary input, e.g. wages,
can be calculated. It can also be used to model inflation by the
use of observed wage rate increases over time.
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12.6 Optimization Models
The input-output model, in itself, is not an optimization
~odel, but deterministic. For a given set of final demands, there
is only one consistent set of sector gross outputs. Nevertheless,
it is possible in some cases to incorporate the input-output
model into an optimization framework.
Because it is possible to formulate the input-output model
as a linear programming (LP) problem (although the one feasible
solution must also be the optimum solution), some analysts have
attempted to use this relationship to obtain additional insights
into the input-output model. For example, the primal LP problem
represents the quantity model, and the dual LP problem represents
a price model in which the shaddow prices correspond to the
opportunity costs of production.
Some analysts have also been attracted to the LP model
because optimization models in some way imply a "best-use choice"
between scarce resources, or the handling of substitution
effects. An optimization model appears stronger because it
provides an "optimal solution". However, the solution of an
optimization model may be consistent, but may not necessarily be
economically feasible or realistic.
At one stage, LP formulations of the input-output model were
very popular, and involved quite complex systems, including
dymamic modelling. In recent years, their use appears to have
waned, although not necessarily for good reason.
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:2.7 General Equilibrium Models
A form of economic modelling which has recently gained in

~opularity is the computable general equilibrium model. It often
~ses the input-output model as a base, but attempts to make the
::.odel more "realistic" by incorporating additional equations and
variables, such as price elasticities of substitution. These
~odels can become extremely complex and difficult to compute, and
often require "linearizing" before a solution can be obtained.
They are relatively rare at the regional level, but are sometimes
used at the national level to analyse the effects of tariff
policies, international trade quotas, and so on.
12.8 Econometric Models

Finally, this section would not be complete without noting
the interaction of input-output and econometric models. One
formulation involves the estimation or projecting of input-output
coefficients using econometric methods. This is a feature often
incorporated into the general equilibrium model discussed above.
The other uses the input-output table as an economic data base
for a predonominately econometric model. This technique has been
used with some success at the regional/state level.
13.

CONCLUSION
Input-output tables and analysis have been part of the

literature of economic analysis for a long time. This report has
been an attempt to review, in part, some of the basic concepts of
the convential input-output model, and to describe simple
procedures for impact analysis. It was not the intention to
provide a comprehensive text on the uses of regional input-output
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"!::.::les - there are many other useful publications for the
:.::=vative input-output practitioner.
There have been many exciting developments and advances
~~e

in both theoretical and applied input-output analysis in

=-e=ent years, from simple extensions to the basic impact model to
:.::elude variables such as polution, energy, skills, occupations,
-~~power and investment planning, and market analysis, to
-:.=.eoretical investigations on the accuracy, stochastic nature and
~=onomic structure of input-output tables, which will have
s~gnificant repercussions on the construction techniques of
s~ngle region and interregional tables. Many of the developments
:...~ regional input-output analysis involve integrating the simple
~able into more complex models, such as dynamic modelling, social
accounting matrices, and computable general equilibrium models.
However, in spite of this interest in extending the simple
~~put-output model to encompass more complex situations, it is
::.!likely that the simple input-output model will disappear.
:~rstly, many of these developments are of a theoretical nature,
a~d it will be some time before they filter through to the
applied regional planner. Secondly, these more complex models
often require data which are not currently available at the
~egional level, although progress is also being made into this
aspect of regional modelling. Thirdly, there will always be a
place in regional economics for the conventional input-output
~odel simply because it is a relatively simple and
straightforward modelling technique. It is a model which regional
planners can easily relate to; they can easily understand the
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implications of the sometimes restrictive assumptions and the
underlying mechanics of the model. This is in contrast to more
complex models which often appear as a "black box", in which the
assumptions are often not spelt out in detail and the underlying
processes are not fully understood, with the results often having
to be taken at face value. This is not to say that input-output
models are more or less accurate. It is simply a statement that
within the wide spectrum of economic models available, there will
always be situations in which input-output will have a place.

----~----------------I

APPENDIX
THE APPLICATION OF INPUT-OUTPUT IN AUSTRALIA

During the 1970s, there was an increasing desire on the part
of governments and industry to assess the impacts of new
developments on host regions. Most new projects now require
Enviromental Impact Statements (EIS), and as part of these
assessments, federal and state governments have shown more
interest in obtaining information on the potential economic
effects of new developments. Governments have realized that this
information is important for planning and decision making at all
levels, enabling business and government to percerve the
magnitude of eventual effects, and likely gaps in industry
requirements and the provision of associated services.
At the local and regional level, information relating to the
impacts of major projects had generally not been available, and
this had made it difficult to develop a consistent approach to
regional economic planning. Prior to the late 1970s, the approach
to regional economic impact studies had tended to be somewhat
haphazard, with assumed multipliers usually gained from
"informed" opinion and/or "best-guesstimates".
During the late 1970s - early 1980s, with the increased
attention turning towards regional input-output models, notably
through the rise of more cost effective - less time consuming
construction techniques (now commonly referred to as the hybrid

II
approach, of which GRIT 4 was the forerunner), the results of
if

ii

regional economic impact studies have become more consistent and

/:

reliable. Input-output analysis is potentially a much more

i~.

powerful tool than the simpler economic base or Keynesian

i:
;I;

1~1
u

multiplier approaches previously used.
Every state in Australia is now involved in using inputoutput analysis for policy planning purposes. The level of
availability of large-region input-output tables in Australia
would probably be the highest in the world. State tables exist
for each state and the Northern Territory, and approximately 110120 regional tables exist for more than 60-70 "large" regions,

defined as either statistical divisions or some combination of
statistical divisions 5 . Some tables exist for "small economies",
but these are less common and more experimental in nature.
In recent years the increased availability of regional
I

1i

input-output tables has apparently
provided a means of meeting a substantial latent demand

1
11.

!/

for regional economic analysis,
created a further significant demand for regional
economic studies,
provided a data base for expanded economic research at
the regional level.

4.
GRIT stands for "Generation of Regional Input-Output
Tables". See Jensen, R.C., Mandeville, T.D. and Karunaratne,
N.D., Regional Economic Planning, Croom Helm, London, 1979.
5.
An Australian statistical division is roughly equivalent to
a county in the United States.

III
Irrespective of the causal infleunce, the "awareness level"
of input-output has increased significantly in recent years. This
appendix attempts to summarise these applications in Australia,
using the somewhat artificial distinction between official and
unofficial uses of the technique. The term 'official' implies
published reports and papers, unpublished reports prepared for
official uses such as submissions to government, and other
"formal" purposes. The term 'unofficial' is used for those
applications which are largely undocumented and are generally
part of a larger planning or research exercise or debate.
Official uses of input-output tables in Australia can be
summarised as follows:
(i)

studies of Economic Significance
This is one of the least controversial applications of the

input-output model in the sense that little strain is placed on
the input-output assumptions. These studies are normally
requested by industries which perceive a possible change in their
economic operating enviroment, and which simply wish to establish
their economic status. Some of the more notable impact
significance studies include:
the Bell Bay aluminium smelter on the northern region and
state of Tasmania
the economic impact of a group of major industrial employers
on the state of Tasmania
the Western Australian alumina industry
the aluminium smelter in the Hunter Valley of New South
Wales
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the Australian tobacco industry
irrigated agriculture in New South Wales
the New South Wales rice industry
the role of rural sectors in Queensland
the South Australian textile industry
the Australian aluminium can industry
the effects of tourism on the Australian economy
the effects of tourism and recreation on various regions of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
the building and construction industry in the Northern
Territory
the timber supply industry in Queensland
the economic study of the Iron Triangle region in South
Australia
mining in north-western Western Australia
the Jabiluka uranium mine in the Northern Territory
bauxite mining in north Queensland
port operations in Brisbane, Queensland
employment studies in the La Trobe Valley in Victoria
(ii) Project or Event Impact Studies
Input-output analysis can be used for the measurement of
some aspects of the economic impact of new, expected or
hypothetical projects and the possible disappearance or reduction
in scale of existing activities. Australian applications in this
category include:
the impact of an aluminium smelter, cement clinker plant,
and electricity power station in Gladstone, Queensland
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construction and operational phases of an alumina refinery
in Bowen, Queensland
alternative development options in Bowen, Queensland
alternative ethanol based agro-industrial systems in
Queensland
Alice Springs to Darwin railway construction in the Northern
Territory
construction of the Channel Island power station in the
Northern Territory
the Theodore coal project in Queensland
the Wolfang coal mine in Queensland
the Winchester South coal mine development in Queensland
the Rundle Oil Shale project in Queensland
employment effects of the Condor Oil Shale project in
Queensland
the effects of reduced government expenditure in the
Northern Territory
the effects of reduced government expenditure in South
Australia
the effects of tariff reductions on the Northern Territory
regional economic growth and decline in agricultural regions
the economic effects of the wool crisis in Australia
flood mitigation strategies in Australia
economic effects of drought in Australia
social and economic effects of Expo88 on the Queensland
economy
the economic impact of the Commonwealth Games in Brisbane

VI

Other, less 'traditional' applications of regional input-output
in this category include the following:
Australian energy planning issues
long-run infleunces of structural change pressures on the
states
economic-enviromental trade-offs in regional developments
dynamic modelling of the Melbourne urban system
vintage structure of input requirements and industrial
investment programmes in regional economies
regional pollution model of the Moreton region in Queensland
multiple criteria analysis to determine enviromentaleconomic strategies in regional economic planning
effects of tariff protection on the Australian states
simulating the regional information economy
key sector analysis
linear programming applications for regional economicenviromental planning
linear programming applications to agricultural sector
planning
Markov chain analysis and critical sectors
analysing structural change effects
small town growth and decline studies
dynamic input-output and time simulation studies
Important uses of these project or event impact studies has been
(i)

use by government (state and local in particular) for

infrastructure planning associated with projects. Since the
input-output model provides estimates of both direct and indirect
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impacts, it also provides a useful base for projections of
employment and population, and therefore of infrastructure
requirements. These include housing, sewerage, electricity,
water, education, health, social services and other requirements.
(ii) use in negotiations between government and developers on the
matter of infrastructure contributions.
Certainly the use of input-output in official applications
has expanded considerably in recent years. The growth in
unofficial (i.e. unpublished uses of the technique or simply the
derived multipliers) applications, however, has been more rapid,
and the technique is virtually in "everyday use". Almost every
state government has spent time and resources in upgrading the
availability of access to state and regional input-output tables.
They have been actively used in Queensland for some years,
followed by South Australia, Northern Territory, Western
Australia, Tasmania and Victoria. Queensland has recently updated
their tables, and sponsored the first substantial interregional
table in Australia. Tables for New South Wales have been recently
completed, and Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania
are currently updating tables. The Northern Territory have
updated their tables twice since 1979.
The unofficial use of input-output tables covers a wide
range of possible applications. The more publicised applications
include:
(i)

negotiations with developers over infrastructure

contributions, and the allocation of these contributions,
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(ii)

public planning consequent to expected population changes,

e.g. commitment to public expenditure on infrastructure (roads,
services, kerbing and channelling, facilities, health and
education, etc.). This includes the consequences of migration at
the regional level, and at the state level the necessary spatial
redistribution of the state budget.
(iii) analysis of "problem regions" or "development areas" to
determine the regional consequences of government policy changes.
{iv)

intergovernmental relations. Demonstration of the effect of

decisions by higher-level government on lower-level government
entities, e.g. decisions by the Federal Government on the States.
Examples include the effects of federal tariff policy and
industry policy on state economies, effects of government
expenditure, and so on.
This appendix is not intended to be an exhaustive list of
input-output applications in Australia. It outlines only some of
the more well known studies in this area, as an indication of the
possible uses to which input-output analysis has been put in
Australia.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The input-output table represents an economy in terms of
aggregated industrial or commodity groups, or sectors. It records
-:.::e production and consumption of the goods and services produced
~n the economic system over the period of a year, and is
=onventionally presented in a table or matrix format. Each column
~~

the table records the purchases which each industry makes from

ether industries, and each row records the sales transactions
!ram each industry to all other industries and final demand.
7hus, each entry in the table is both a purchase by one industry
and a sale by another, corresponding to the two sides of an
accounting statement. In essence, the table provides a summary of
all economic transactions within the economy, presented in such a
way which can be both analytically useful and of significant
descriptive value.
This report outlines the various alternatives available for
the construction of regional input-output tables (state or substate). The construction methodologies can be grouped under three
broad categories:
(a)

Survey-Based Tables
The ideal state or sub-state input-output table would be a

full survey-based table, in the strict sense of the definition.
Ideally, the survey method involves hard or primary data,
supplemented by sample surveys of firms in each industry,
consumers, government agencies, and so on. In reality, this
strict definition is rarely observed. Although many input-output
tables are loosely termed "survey" tables, most if not all such
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tables contain information from a broad range of sources,
including published and unpublished commodity flow data, direct
surveys of firms, "borrowing" of coefficients from national and
other regional tables, and "educated guesses" of coefficients.
It is generally considered that the survey-based table is
the most comprehensive and "accurate", but it also has a number
of significant disadvantages. The compilation process requires
enormous resource requirements in terms of both time and money,
absorbing several man-years in the construction of the table with
lengthy time lags to publication. It is primarily this factor
which has caused the demise of the large full survey-based table.
In addition, it is also largely a subjective approach which
requires dedicated and highly-trained analysts. There is no
universally accepted "correct" method, with each analyst having
his or her own personal preference on what should be done. Thus
survey tables are generally non-replicable, as different analysts
will produce different tables from the same overall data source.
This in turn can lead to difficulties in setting up a framework
whereby the table can be continually updated in a consistent
manner.
(b)

Non-Survey Tables
The very expensive and time-consuming "survey-based"

compilation procedures led many input-output analysts to
experiment with alternative methods of table construction. The
main contributing factor to the cost of the survey-based approach
is the primary data collection and sorting. Therefore, in
contrast to the survey approach, non-survey techniques attempt to
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estimate the transactions without recourse to primary data, using
procedures which are largely mechanical in nature.
The vast majority of non-survey techniques involve modifying
in some way the national input-output coefficients to produce
estimates of the regional input-output coefficients. Several
approaches can be identified in the literature, including (i)
regional weights and aggregation techniques, (ii) the location
quotient approach, (iii) commodity balance approach, (iv)
constrained matrix techniques, (v) regional purchase
coefficients, and (vi) so-called short-cut methods.
One of the main objectives of the non-survey approach, to
produce regional input-output tables with a minimum of time,
effort and monetary cost, has largely been achieved. For example,
the time estimates of various models currently available in the
United States range from about one day to 3-6 weeks, compared to
several man-years for a survey-based table, with budget
differences of a magnitude of around 1:20. In addition, some of
these techniques virtually require little or no technical
knowledge on the part of the user, which is a far cry from the
dedicated, highly-trained analysts who undertake the formidable
task of constructing survey-based tables.
Unfortunately, there has been a large 'cost' sacrificed in
winning these objectives, and that is the cost of accuracy. Most
analysts would now agree that "pure" non-survey techniques can
only produce tables of dubious accuracy. Unfortunately, current
research is at the stage where we have enough knowlege to know
that the regional structures differ significantly from the
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national structure, but not enough information on how they
differ. Without this type of information, it is difficult to see
how the non-survey approach can survive on its own.
(c)

Hybrid Techniques
Between the two extremes of full survey and non-survey

approaches lie a broad spectrum of construction methodologies.
These are variously termed "partial-survey" or "hybrid"
methodologies, and incorporate both survey or primary data and
mechanically produced estimates into the construction process.
Obviously, the more primary data included, the closer the system
is to the pure survey-based table. Alternatively, the less survey
data used, the closer the table will be to the non-survey end of
the spectrum.
It is possible to distinguish three broad categories of
hybrid tables; namely (i) the "top-down" approach, in which
various non-survey procedures are applied to the national or
other higher-order table to produce a non-survey regionalized
matrix of input-output coefficients. This matrix is then
supplemented with region-specific primary or survey data,
designed to improve the accuracy of the final table; (ii) the
"bottom-up" approach, which uses representative firm data
relating to the cost structure of many types of individual firms
to build up a prototype table, which is then supplemented by
direct survey data relating to the specific region in question;
and (iii) the "same-level" or "horizontal" approach, which relies
on adjusting a previous table of the same (or similar) region. Of
the three approaches listed above, the top-down approach is the
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most common and widely tested technique, the bottom-up approach
is still largely experimental and is really only applicable to
small regions, and the same-level approach more suited to the
updating of pre-existing tables rather than constructing a table
from first principles.
In todays economic enviroment, with increasing pressure from
regional and state planners for more timely modelling systems, it
is clear that the hybrid approach is the sensible approach to
table construction. It is the most cost-effective approach in the
sense of maximizing accuracy subject to the constraints of
limited time, cost and other resources.
Within the general hybrid framework of construction
methodologies, the current state of the art dictates that the
top-down approach is the most widely used and tested technique,
and has been demonstrated to give reliable and consistent
results. The hybrid procedure is seen as maximizing the use of
the more reliable data, concentrating resources on the more
significant items in the table, and avoiding the expenditure of
resources on less significant items. It is a workable and costefficient approach with a level of operational accuracy
approaching that achieved by the use of full survey-based tables.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The input-output table is a double-entry set of regional,

state or national accounts, representing both the income and
expenditure, or producing and consuming, sides of the economy. It
is an integral part of the wider social accounting framework. The
national input-output tables are usually constructed in
conjunction with the national income accounts. Unfortunately, at
the state or regional level, "official" input-output tables or
regional accounts are rarely compiled. In the past, the
construction of regional input-output tables was limited to a
relatively few specialized higher-budget institutions, using
expensive and time-consuming "survey-based" compilation
procedures.
This forced many analysts to experiment with alternative,
indirect and less costly techniques of table construction. Some
of these techniques were successful, most'were dismal failures.
The most promising developments in this area have been the socalled "hybrid" construction techniques, designed to obtain a
balance between the cost and time components of the procedure and
the accuracy of the final product. In essence, any degree of
accuracy can be obtained provided the analyst has sufficient
resources (cost, ·time, manpower, computing capability, etc.). In
current times of budget restrictions, however, the analyst (as
with everyone else) must compromise. The question is: what is the
appropriate compromise?
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This report outlines the various alternatives available for
the construction of regional input-output tables (state or substate). A short summary of the possible construction techniques
would include the following:
(i)

full survey-based tables, which are probably the most
comprehensive and accurate, but are extremely time
consuming and expensive to construct,

(ii)

mechanical or non-survey tables, which are very easy,
inexpensive and quick to derive, but are generally accepted
as being of dubious accuracy,

(iii) hybrid tables, which attempt to combine the "best" features
of both the survey and mechanical approaches. Within this
category, it is possible to further distinguish between
various alternatives, for example the "top-down" and the
"bottom-up" procedures, or combinations thereof.
This report discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
the various alternatives, and attempts to isolate the best, most
cost-effective, technique. It does not, however, provide a
detailed "cook-book" recipe for table construction - it can only
provide guidelines and recommendations relating to the various
stages within the overall construction project. The fine details
can only be solved during the actual implementation of the
process, and will depend ultimately on numerous factors such as
financing, availability of experienced analysts, inter-agency
cooperation, private industry cooperation, and so on.
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2.

THE INPUT-OUTPUT TRANSACTIONS TABLE
This section provides only a brief introduction to the

input-output table. It is included primarily to demonstrate the
structure and terminology used in the latter sections of this
report. For a more detailed description of the structure and uses
of the transactions table, the reader is referred to the report,
Input-output Analysis in State and Regional Economic Planning

(West, 1986b).
An input-output table represents an economy in terms of
aggregated industrial or commodity groups, or sectors. The table
traces out the value of transactions, in dollar terms, between
these sectors for a given year. Through normal trading
transactions, sectors sell goods and services to other sectors
and to final demand users, or final demand, and buy their inputs
from other sectors and sources of primary inputs. The
transactions table summarises the intersectoral flows for a given
time period, and is conventionally represented in matrix form. A
highly aggregated 4-sector transactions table is shown in Table
1. Each row indicates the sales transactions from one sector to
another, and to final demand. The columns show the purchasing
patterns of the sectors.
It is usual to define four quadrants (Quadrants I to IV) in
an input-output table. Quadrant I is termed the intermediate or
processing quadrant. It shows the flows of transactions between

the industrial sectors, and provides the analytical core of
input-output analysis. Quadrant II indicates sales by each sector
to final demand. This quadrant traditionally includes columns

Table 1

Four-Sector_Transactions_Table~i!ml
(Industry by Industry, Gross Value of Output, Producers' Prices, Direct Allocation of Imports)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Capital
Gov't Stocks! T2 ITOTALI
Exports
I Sector I Agric. Mining Manuf. Service I T1 I H-Hold
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

Reg.

I

Nat.

Priv.

Pub.

I

I

I

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Quadrant II)
(Quadrant I)
I
I
IAgric. l
!Mining I
IManuf. I
!Service!

I
I

5
0
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0
4
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10
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118 I
0
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20461 11 1 6
1741 I 3036

1

1
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1026

2
1
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94
21

546
5

3
14
642
0

0
0
441
0

2
1
20
1553

21
3
2
0
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1681
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11 9 I
36131 56591
52191 69601

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26 I 90401130241
T1
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39841 4198
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Quadrant III)
(Quadrant IV)
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

IH-Hold I
!Gov't
I
IG.o.s. II
!Imports!

1 20
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35

52
2
27
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999
58
866
1466

3161
10 1
1560
488

0
469
0
987

0
2
0
10

0
1
0
5

0
5
0
101

0
0
0
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0
0
0
0

I TOT AL I
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11 9

5659

6960 l 13024 I 5654

1486
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43321
17 1 I
25341
20031

0
0
0
7

ot 43321
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01 25341
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I T2
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6
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0
5310 I 90401 1456
7 I 16381106781
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Employ.

12717

3057 106616 306482

428872

33 1106781237021
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relating to personal consumption, capital formation, government
expenditure, and exports. Quadrant III lists the primary inputs
into each sector, i.e. those inputs which are not purchased from
local industries. It represents mainly value-added in production,
and normally includes rows for depreciation, indirect taxes,
wages and salaries, gross operating surplus, imports, and other
value-added items. Quadrant IV, showing primary inputs absorbed
by final demand, is normally of less importance, and is often
ignored in analytical terms. This quadrant included the basic
value of imported goods consumed by households in tables with
direct allocation of imports.
2.1
2.1.1

Some Definitions and Conventions
Industries, Sectors and the Level of Aggregation
Input-output analysts sometimes use the terms 'sector' and

'industry' in different ways, and often interchangeably. Since
the input-output table has been described both as consisting of a
number of sectors, and as an interindustry table, these concepts
should be clarified.
Input-output tables or accounts are aggregations of
transactions between groups of transactors or transactor units,
i.e. the smallest entities engaged in business activity. The
basic transactor unit in systems of social accounting is almost
invariably the establishment, which is taken to mean a single
plant, shop or factory operated by a business unit. The use of
the term "establishment" is preferred to the term "firm", since
one firm could consist of several establishments, producing a
range of goods and services of quite different nature.
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By necessity, to obtain a table of manageable proportions,
smaller units must be aggregated into larger units, and we are
concerned with retaining as far as possible some uniformity of
structure within larger units. This uniformity is more likely to
be achieved when establishments producing similar products are
aggregated. These aggregations are variously termed industry subgroups, industries, or industry groups, according to the level to
which the aggregation process is carried, or simply termed
industries for convenience at any level of aggregation. For

instance, we might refer to the 'wheat' industry or the 'barley'
industry separately, or to the 'cereal grains' industry
collectively.
Input-output analysts frequently want to present tables in a
manner which highlights certain types of economic activity. They
might wish to include a separate row and column for several
industries collectively, for a single industry, for an industry
sub-group, or even for a large firm if the impact of this firm on
the regional economy is or likely to be the topic of interest.
For this reason, analysts tend to use the more general term
sector to indicate any combination of establishments, firms or

industries, in preference to the term 'industry' which has a more
widely accepted meaning of a specific nature. Even the term
'sector' is frequently applied in different contexts, sometimes
collectively to a part of the table, qnd sometimes to specific
rows and columns.
The number of intermediate (Quadrant I) sectors in inputoutput tables varies considerably, from highly-disaggregated
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tables with many (e.g. hundreds) sectors to highly-aggregated
tables with relatively few sectors. Tables with a large number of
sectors have the advantage of providing more detail with respect
to individual sectors, and enable users to pin-point the
significant features of the table with more accuracy. However,
they suffer from the disadvantage that they are more expensive
and more difficult to compile, and once compiled could present
such a plethora of information that the table becomes difficult
to visualise as a whole. It also becomes increasingly difficult
to achieve a high degree of accuracy in individual cells in the
table, as these cells approach the transactions between
individual transactor units. For some purposes, such as detailed
studies of the economy, larger tables are highly desirable; for
other purposes little may be achieved by additional detail.
Smaller tables have the advantage of visual simplicity, and
can show the outline of the structure of the economy at a glance.
Smaller tables are also easier to handle in an analytical
framework (impact studies, computing facilities, and so forth).
Unfortunately, they can have significant disadvantages. As the
aggregation process proceeds from the aggregation of similar
establishments into groups of establishments, and these into
industries, and eventually into industry groups or broad sectors,
successive aggregations include more groups of establishments
which are less alike, or less homogeneous, in terms of the
products produced and therefore in terms of input structure. For
example, the aggregation of wheat and barley producing
establishments may be of little concern because of the similarity
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of the product and production techniques. The aggregation of,
say, sugar cane production with different technology to the
cereal grains industry would be of concern, and the further
addition of cattle industries, forestry and fishing would produce
substantial concern.
The second weakness of the highly-aggregated table lies in
the inability of the analyst to identify any economic activity
other than that of major economic aggregates. The fewer the
number of sectors in the table, the more restricted its use for
specific purposes of studying economic interdependence, and the
closer the one-dimensional Keynesian model is approached.
The input-output analyst needs to decide the level of
aggregation in the transactions table. To some extent, the
decision with respect to some sectors will be determined by data
availability, or the resources available to collect data.
However, decisions with respect to the number of sectors and the
aggregation scheme will need to be made, and to a large extent
will depend on the purposes for which the table is constructed.
National statistical bodies can produce very detailed tables of
national economies with up to several hundred sectors. This
enables the wide variety of potential users the_freedom to use an
aggregation scheme to produce sectors which are best suited for
individual purposes. Regional tables are usually smaller,
particularly for the less-complex rural economies. If a rule
exists, the analyst needs to present tables with sufficient
sectors to clearly distinguish the more significant economic
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linkages in the regional economy, and in particular those which
have a bearing on the issue which is the subject of research.
2.1.2

The Valuation of Output
The first four entries in the last column of Table 1 record

the total dollar output of each intermediate sector, where the
output is defined as the gross value of the commodities (goods
and services) produced by these sectors during the period, for
both intermediate and final demand sectors.
Some conventions, common to national income and input-output
accounting, need to be recognised with respect to the valuation
of output. The method of valuation will affect not only the

recorded value of total output, but also the valuation of
transactions in the cells of the transactions table. It can also
have significant implications for the data collection process.
Two forms of valuation are recognised, namely the price paid
by the purchaser, i.e. purchasers' prices or purchasers' values,
and that received by the producer, i.e. producers' prices or
producers' values. The difference between these two values is
represented by the mark-up or marketing costs which include trade
margins (both wholesale and retail), transportation (following
production) and storage, and commodity taxes (net of subsidies).
A table prepared in producers' prices shows marketing costs
assigned as a direct cost to the sector consuming the commodity.
If the table was prepared in purchases' prices, these costs would
be assigned to the sector producing the commodity. For many
reasons, most of which are related to theoretical and applied
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issues, a preference has emerged for the use of producers'
prices.
A second convention recognises the distinction between the
production of goods and the supply of services, and provides
methods of applying values to these in more specific terms. The
value of the gross output of goods is recorded at the time the
goods are produced by the sector; they might be sold or added to
inventories in the form of either finished goods or works-inprogress, or be part of the capital formation of that sector.
Technically, gross output also includes the output used for the
producer's personal consumption and payments-in-kind to
employees; these are often significant in primary industries.
Output is regarded as the value of sales net of the adjustment
for these items.
The production of services takes place at the time the
services are rendered; this occurs with the distributive
activities at the time commodities are sold. Gross output of
trading activities, industry wholesaling and retailing, is
defined as the gross margin on goods sold, or simply the
difference between sales price and cost price. The firms in the
trading sector are considered to sell the services of
distribution, and their output does not include the value of
goods handled. The second convention extends to the valuation of
other types of activity. For example, the provision of services
by government for public administration, defence, health,
education and welfare is represented by the current expenditure

l
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of public authorities, or simply the cost of providing the
service.
The methods of valuing the output has some relevance to the
system of aggregation in the table. If it can be avoided, it is
preferable not to mix processing activity with trading activity
in the same sector. The separation of the two is difficult, since
many establishments both process goods and engage in wholesaling
and/or retailing activity. The problem is often approached in
national input-output tables by attempting to shift the trading
activity of processing sectors to a trading sector, even though
this involves splitting the operations of individual firms. This
approach is sometimes attempted at the regional level, but there
are seldom sufficient resources to complete the task
satisfactorily.
2.1.3

Treatment of Imports
The treatment of imports in an input-output table is also

covered by a convention which relates to a distinction between
types of imports and the allocation of these within the table.
Two types of imports are recognised, namely competing and noncompeting (complementary) imports. Competing imports are those

which are close substitutes for commodities produced in the
region, e.g. imported motor vehicles of a type similar to those
produced locally.· Non-competing imports are those for which no
suitable substitute is produced locally.
Two methods of allocating imports within an input-output
table are recognised, namely direct and indirect allocation.
Imports are allocated directly when recorded in the table as
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imports to the sector which uses them. Imports are indirectly
allocated when recorded as an import to the sector producing
similar commodities, or which would have produced them if they
were produced locally. Non-competing imports are invariably
allocated directly in the table, i.e. they appear in the imports
row in the column which consumes them. However, competitive
imports are sometimes allocated directly, and sometimes
indirectly. Recent trends appear to show a preference for direct
allocation of competing imports in regional tables, although
national tables are usually produced in both formats.
The two types of transactions tables will be slightly
different. For example, with indirect allocation the value of
indirect competing imports entering final consumption will be
through the intermediate sectors, rather than as a direct import
into the household consumption column, although total imports
remain the same. The method chosen affects the relative sizes of
Quadrants I and IV. Direct allocation tables reflect the actual
purchasing pattern of the sectors, whereas indirect allocation
tables are closer to the technology matrix, or production
function interpretation of the sectors.
2.1.4

Treatment of Government Sectors
The output of government sectors is valued, as earlier

indicated, as the cost of the provision of services. These
services may be available to the public for a fee, or 'free' in
the sense that no direct price is attached to their delivery, as
in the case of defence and educational services.

ii
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Although some variation appears to exist in the manner of
treatment of the government sector, particularly at the regional
level, the following method is probably the most common. The
Services column, as shown in Table l, includes government
services, i.e. includes those current expenditures by government
from each sector in the provision of these services to the
regional community. The Services row includes the distribution of
both private sector and government services to the extent that if
a fee is charged for government services, these are considered as
purchases of government services by other sectors. Those services
for which no direct fee is charged are shown as sales by the
Services sector to Government; this represents in effect current
expenditure on government services net of any fees and charges
paid for these services.
2.1.5

current and Capital Transactions
The transactions table is essentially a record of

transactions in current terms. All entries, with the exception of
those in the Capital Formation column, are current transactions.
The Capital Formation column represents the sales by each sector
for the purposes of capital formation by both the private and
public sector. The double-entry approach to accounting implies
that the total inputs supplied for this purpose will be equal to
the amount spent on capital formation by all sectors. Investment
per se is not included in the table.

2.1.6

Gross and Net Tables
The main diagonal of the transactions table records the

sales of commodities by establishments in a sector to other
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establishments in the same sector. These are termed intrasectoral
or intra-industry transactions, and include two types of
transactions, namely (i) transactions which occur between
establishments in the same industry classification, and (ii)
transactions between establishments in different sub-classes
which have been aggregated together to form the sectors in the
table. A third type of transaction can also be identified as
(iii) commodities produced by an establishment and used in its
own processing works. The third type is extremely difficult to
isolate and is usually omitted from the table.
Some variation exists in the treatment of the first two
types of intrasectoral transactions. Where these are included in
the transactions table, the table is termed a gross table. Where
both are included, the table is consistent in output terms with
the definition of gross output given above, and is the preferable
case. Where only one is included the definition is not consistent
but the term 'gross' is still frequently applied. If no
intrasectoral transactions are included in the table, the main
diagonal consists of zero entries and the transactions table is
termed a net table, and the output is estimated as net output.
3.

ACCURACY IN INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES

The concept of accuracy is a major concern to regional
economic modellers. Analysts can often be overheard discussing
the "accuracy" of various economic models relative to other
models of a similar or different structure. Unfortunately, these
discussions are invarably carried out in qualitative terms; it is
very difficult if not impossible to assign a quantitative figure
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to the accuracy of a given regional model. This is because we are
dealing with the "real world", and the real world is a dynamic
system containing millions of variables, all of which are
interrelated and in continual flux.
An economic model is a mathematical representation of the
real world. Our attempts to derive such models are therefore
limited by three major factors:
(i)

the current state of the art in mathematics and technology
does not allow us to build such complex models. We simply
do not have the mathematical ability or the computing
capability to solve such models.

(ii)

economic models are essentially models of human behaviour.
No one has been able to derive a mathematical model to
fully explain the behaviour of one individual, let alone
the behaviour of millions of individuals collectively.

(iii) even if such models could be derived at the theoretical
level, there is still the problem of data, and even if the
data did exist (which it doesn't), the model would still be
continually "out of date" because nothing in the real world
is static. The model would have to be run continuously.
The best any analyst can hope for is an approximate
representation of the real world at a given point in time, and
this raises the issue of accuracy in economic modelling. The
construction techniques employed will ultimately have a
significant effect on the accuracy of the final product. This
section discusses some aspects of the accuracy question, and the
implied consequences for the reliability of the input-output
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table for economic analysis. It addresses primarily the following
questions:
(i)

the extent to which accuracy is achievable in input-output
tables, and in other forms of economic analysis.

(ii)

the extent to which accuracy is necessary in input-output
models.

3.1

Achievable Levels of Accuracy
Assuming we can accept an interpretation of accuracy as the

"degree of exactness possessed by an approximation, estimate,
etc." (Schultz, 1978), it is difficult to evaluate the degree of
accuracy or exactness inherent in estimates of activity, whether
these be in aggregate absolute amounts or as disaggregated
components of larger economic entities. By definition, we have no
way of measuring the magnitude or direction of errors in economic
estimates, i.e. the variation between the unknown "true" value of
an activity at a particular point in time and the estimates
produced by various techniques. We do, however, in a professional
sense place more faith in some techniques, which we implicitly
assume to be more "reliable" than others, and tend to maximize
the use of these preferred techniques wherever possible, or at
least draw on data prepared by these preferred techniques. The
most preferred techniques of data collection would include a
complete census approach, or as close to a full census that is
technically possible. Incomplete censuses, probability sample
surveys, non-probability surveys, indirect or allocation methods,
"informed" judgment, and informal guesses would probably comprise
a decending order of preference in data compilation.
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Most, if not all, economic analyses involve data which
contains less than the highest degree of accuracy or exactness,
although the degree of unreliability is usually assumed away. In
particular, national input-output tables inevitably contain
estimates which reflect substantial elements of subjective
judgment or indirect allocation methods. For example, the work of
Bullard (1976) highlighted the degree of uncertainty attached to
some of the estimates in the U.S. national input-output tables.
It would be fair to assume that in general similar problems exist
with all estimates of economic activity.
The national input-output table does, however, incorporate a
high degree of official "hard" data, i.e. data which reflects
more census-type collation than other techniques. These tables
make maximum use of this hard data which is more plentiful at the
national level. At the regional or state level, however, censustype hard data is much less plentiful, and is usually limited to
the provision of control totals such as gross output levels,
intermediate output levels and various primary input components.
The compilation of regional input-output tables has
therefore been largely an exercise in maximizing the use of the
limited supply of hard data, and supplementing this data by
adopting estimation techniques which have proved the most
reliable substitute for hard data. This initially led to the
development of survey-based tables in the belief that survey
methods provided more "accurate" tables. These survey-based
tables, in principle at least, required surveys of each and every
category of economic activity. In practice this was never carried
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out, as analysts were forced to use other "less reliable" methods
to complete their tables. Certainly, analysts with experience in
the construction of survey-based tables would not claim high
levels of accuracy in an exactness sense for many elements of
these tables.
There would, therefore, be a concensus among input-output
analysts that, with existing regional data sources, accuracy
within regional input-output tables is limited to the following:
(i)

higher levels of accuracy in control totals and other parts
of the table determined by census-type data collections,

(ii)

possibly lower levels of accuracy in other parts of the
table, and in the detail of some sectors.

The former tends to ensure that the overall framework of the
table has a higher degree of integrity and that the more
significant parts of the table are "accurate", since the more
important sections of the table tend to consist mainly of those
variables in the economy which have already been examined in some
depth. The latter implies that the analyst would seldom claim
high levels of partitive accuracy in regional tables, in the
sense of exactness in each cell of the table.
3.2

Necessary Levels of Accuracy
The discussion on accuracy in input-output tables would not

be complete without some comment on the minimum level of accuracy
that is necessary, as distinct from achievable, for analytical
input-output modelling. To this end, we need to distinguish
between table accuracy and analytical accuracy (Jensen, 1980).
These two concepts become important when we try to assess the
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relative merits of the alternative construction procedures, and
will be referred to in later sections of this report. At this
stage they are mentioned in order to place the accuracy question
in perspective.
Partitive or table accuracy suggests that the table should
be viewed primarily as an economic accounting document, and that
therefore each cell of the table should record as faithfully as
possible the appropriate intersectoral transactions. This cellby-cell accuracy approach implies that reasonably uniform levels
of accuracy should be sought in all parts of the table.
In contrast, holistic or analytical accuracy relies not on
accuracy in each cell, but the extent to which the table
represents the main features of the economy as a whole. It
suggests the sense of a mathematical portrait, which accurately
records and emphasizes the salient features of the economy but
treats as background those features which are insignificant in an
analytical context.
The input-output literature casts doubt on the ability of
analysts to achieve partitive accuracy in regional tables with
existing data and research resources. Although partitive accuracy
is possible in some portions of the table, it has been suggested
that holistic accuracy is the only realistically achievable goal
and a wiser use of research resources. such an approach has
relevance in most fields of empirical economic analysis.
It should be added that this holistic view of accuracy in
input-output models is relevant also to national tables and has
been accepted virtually without dispute by most internationa~
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groups involved in input-output work. It should also be pointed
out that this concept does not threaten in any way the analytical
usefulness of the input-output technique.
Some observers have expressed misgivings in admitting that
partitive accuracy in input-output should be forsaken as a goal
in table compilation, and have argued for either better official
regional data collection services to enable higher levels of
partitive accuracy to be achieved, or for more extensive survey
work. With respect to the latter argument for more extensive
survey work, the current literature

on input-output (e.g.

Amado

(1976), Conway (1975, 1977), West and Jensen (1977), Stevens and
Trainer (1976, 1977), Jensen and West (1980), and West (1981))
makes the following points:
(i)

research has shown that most elements of the input-output
table, namely the smaller and less interrelated cells, have
little or no effect of any analytical significance on the
table or empirical applications of the table.

(ii)

that research resources devoted to these less significant
elements are therefore relatively unproductive in an
analytical sense.

(iii) that research resources should be concentrated in the more
significant cells of the table, and that these cells must
be of a high level of accuracy.
The achievement of high levels of holistic accuracy is
essentially an exercise in ensuring that the more significant
items in the regional economy are faithfully represented in
table, whether these be based on hard data, survey data, or

i
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approaches. This means that the analyst has the responsibility to
identify and measure these components, and to eventually ensure
the integrity of the table at a professional level.
In summary, regional input-output tables can be developed,
by survey or other means, to a degree of accuracy which is
consistent with high levels of professional practice, to closely
defined "order of magnitude" levels. It should be emphasized that
this is fully consistent with levels of accuracy in most other
types of economic analysis. The accuracy debate has been
conducted largely in the input-output literature, but is equally
relevant to other economic models from the less sophisticated
multiplier analysis to the more complex econometric models. The
difference between the models is one of structure, not a question
of accuracy which is common to all models.
4.

SURVEY-BASED CONSTRUCTION METHODS

In general, up to the mid-to-late 1970's, regional inputoutput analysis remained the domain of the survey-based model.
Ideally, the survey method involves hard data supplemented by
sample surveys of firms in each industry, consumers, government
agencies, and so on. Although many tables come under the heading
of survey-based, it is in fact difficult to determine the amount
of survey content within a table. The term "survey-based" should
therefore be interpreted in a broad context. In reality, most, if
not all, survey tables contain information from a broad range of
sources, including published and unpublished commodity flow data,
direct surveys of firms, "borrowing" of coefficients from
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national or other regional tables, and "educated guesses" of
coefficients.
For the sake of this discussion we can also include
commodity-based construction techniques in this section, although
theoretically commodity-based tables are a different
classification to survey-based tables. Commodity-based
construction techniques are normally associated with national
tables, although some examples of tables of this type do exist at
the regional level (e.g. Parker, 1965, 1967).
There appears to be no single generally accepted technique
for constructing a survey table, although broad categories or
stages in the procedure can be identified. These procedures are
discussed in, e.g. Isard and Langford (1971), Richardson (1972)
and Bulmer-Thomas (1982), and no purpose would be achieved by
repeating them in detail in this report. However, a brief summary
of the steps, based on the author's personal experience, are
provided below.
The main steps involved in the construction process
include:
(1)

Formally defining the region of interest, in this case the

state and, possibly, some sub-state regions, and selecting the
base year. The base year should obviously be the latest year for
which detailed published data are available.
(2)

Defining the sectors and level of aggregation, taking into

account the primary uses of the finished table.
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(3)

Defining the methods of valuation of transactions, how

imports are to be treated in the table, and so on, as discussed
in Section 2.
(4)

Undertaking a primary data search to determine which data

are readily available, either in published form or "official"
unpublished form. For example, in studies the author has been
involved in (e.g. West et al (1982), Morison et al (1982), Powell
et al (1981), West et al (1980, 1979), and Morison and West
(1983)), it has been found that a lot of information on primary
production, mining production, some manufacturing activity,
interregional trade flows, and government agency operations is
collected (in most cases full census collection) for internal
government agency use, but not formally published. Provided
government inter-agency cooperation is obtained, these data are
readily available - all that is required is time and research
assistance to "dig-out" and sort the abundance of information. It
is, however, important that the analyst has active government
cooperation. In the one case in which the author was involved in
which we had prior "official" government cooperation, but when it
came to the crunch that cooperation didn't materialise, the
results of the study were somewhat lacking in credibility.
(5)

Once it has been determined the areas where data shortages

exist, an up-to-date list of establishments, or frame, needs to
be obtained for each category to be surveyed. What sort of data
is required? The analyst needs to decide whether to concentrate
on collecting purchasing pattern data (columns only), sales
pattern data (rows only), or both. We have found that purchasing
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pattern data is probably more reliable, as organisations seem to
have better records of where their inputs are purchased, rather
than where they are sold. Questionnaires must then be prepared,
the samples selected and the surveys undertaken.
(6)

Finally, the data must be processed and incorporated into

the transactions table.
The above procedures are by no means simple or straightforward. Within each step there are numerous possibilities, and
each analyst will have his own personal preference. For example,
the author has a preference for using a replicated sample design,
as this lends itself to subsequent follow-up surveys for updating
without the messy mathematics involved in some other survey
procedures. In some cases, this may not be possible because of
the small number of establishments of a certain type in the
region, and the analyst may resort to simple random sampling, or
even attempt a full census.
We have found that the best response rate is obtained by
using an initial personal interview, preceeded by an official
government request to the organization and signed by a person who
is relatively senior in the government. In the interview, the
information required in each question is spelt out in detail. The
questionnaire is then left with the establishment for completion,
and collected two to three weeks later, at which time a further
interview is conducted to discuss and clarify the responses. In
some cases, further interviews are conducted to obtain additic~2:
information or clarification on some points.
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In the preparation of the preliminary or final transactions
table, more difficulties arise. For example, what is the best
approach for reconciling the various estimates in each cell?
Various alternatives have been suggested (e.g. Jensen and
McGaurr, 1976, 1977), with probably the most common being a
weighted average approach. Then, of course, there is the problem
of reconciling all the entries simultaneously, so that the
overall table is consistent 1 (see, for example, the debate
between Miernyk (1976, 1979) and Gerking (1976, 1979)).
Unfortunately, these debates are normally carried out in
theoretical terms, with little regard to the analyst in the
field. In practice, the procedures used are usually much more
unrefined. We have found the following methods to be the most
useful.
There are a number of ways of reconciling or balancing a
table. The first step should always be a manual inspection of the
table, usually sector by sector, for possible sources of error.
If possible, this should be done by people who have an intimate
knowledge of the local economy. At this stage, emphasis should be
placed on the significant (usually large) coefficients in the
table. It is particularly important to ensure that the sectors
that are of fundarnential importance in the economy, and the
sectors with strong linkages with these sectors, are accurately
represented in the table.

1. By "consistent", we mean the purchases and sales of each
sector are consistent with those of other industries, and the
Gross Inputs and Gross outputs of each sector are equal.

i
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Manual balancing of the table usually continues until the
relative error (difference between sector gross inputs and
outputs) is reduced to an acceptable level, e.g. about 5 per
cent. If the analyst has ensured to the best of his ability that
the significant cells are accurate, then any remaining errors
should not have a significant effect on the model. This final
error is usually removed by mechanical means.
Mechanical balancing of an input-output table can be done
in a number of ways. Some tables contain a "residual" sector,
such as Gross Operating Surplus or Change in Stocks, which is
used to absorb any minor adjustments which inevitably take place
over time. A more complex procedure is the RAS or biproportional
method, originally proposed by Leontief (1941) and later
developed by Stone (1962), Stone and Brown (1965) and Stone and
Leicester (1966), in which the base matrix is adjusted to fit a
set of new row and column totals (Gross outputs and Inputs) via
an iterative procedure involving alternate proportional row
adjustments and column adjustments. The RAS method is popular
because of its mathematical simplicity, and its theoretical
properties are well known. 2 A variation is the so-called
"modified" RAS procedure, whereby cells which have been deemed to
be accurately pre-estimated are locked-in prior to the

These are basically:
(a) preserves the sign of the coefficient,
(b) satisfies minimum distance criteria,
(c) cannot make a zero cell non-zero,
(d) cannot be used with negative entries.
The technique is fully described in Bacharach (1970).
2.
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application of the RAS procedure. 3 In this way, only coefficients
of which the analyst is uncertain are allowed to adjust in the
final balancing. More complex mechanical adjustment procedures
are available, such as the Friedlander method, but these appear
to be rarely used by applied regional analysts.
In conclusion, it can be readily seen from the above
discussion that survey-based tables are generally non-replicable,
i.e. given the same situation, a different group of analysts
would not produce the same table. This is because of the large
amount of subjective input used by the analyst in the
construction process. There is no universally accepted correct
approach, and each analyst has his or her own personal preference
for what should be done. This in turn can lead to difficulties if
the table is eventually updated. Since the construction process
is essentially a personal matter with the analyst, it becomes
very difficult to set up a framework whereby the table can be
continually updated in a consistent manner.
The main advantage of the survey-based approach is that it
is widely accepted as producing the most "accurate" tables. It is
essentially an explicit attempt to produce a partitively accurate
table, although no one can be certain to what extent this
criterion has been fulfilled. In the United States, the most
reliable survey-based tables would be the West Virginian and
Washington tables (Miernyk et al, (1970), Bourque et al, (1967)
and Bourque and Conway, (1977)).
3. This is the procedure used by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics in the compilation of the Australian National Inputoutput Tables.

ITT
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One of the main disadvantages of the survey-based table is
the time and resources required to compile the table. As an
example, the relatively small (26-sector) Central Queensland
table (Jensen, 1976) is estimated to have taken five man-years to
derive, with a ten year time lag to publication. Furthermore, the
cost and resources required rises exponentially as the size of
the table increases. The costs involved, combined with the
usually long time lags associated with this type of construction
process, will limit the number of future applications, with the
possible exception of some relatively small regions or towns.
Although most analysts would agree that input-output tables still
require a certain amount of survey input for reliability
purposes, the trend in recent years has been towards less costly
and more timely construction techniques.
5.

NON-SURVEY CONSTRUCTION METHODS

The very expensive and time-consuming "survey-based"
compilation procedures led many input-output analysts to
experiment with alternative methods of table construction. The
main contributing factor to the cost of the survey-based approach
is the primary data collection and sorting. Therefore, in
contrast to the survey approach, non-survey techniques attempt to
estimate the transactions without recourse to primary data, using
procedures which are largely mechanical in nature.
One proposal which has been suggested is to modify or borrow
coefficients from survey-based tables already constructed for
similar regions (e.g. Mandeville, {1975) and Hewings {1977)). The
rationale here is that survey-based tables already in existence

•
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are likely to provide reasonable estimates of regional trade,
production mix and production technologies. In some cases, the
coefficients are simply borrowed, and in other cases they are
further adjusted or modified in some way, for example using the
RAS procedure. The logic behind this approach has intuitive
appeal, and if the "borrowed" coefficients provide, in the
judgment of the analyst, an opportunity to improve the quality of
the table, the procedure must have merit. The main argument
against this proposal, of course, is the lack of adequate, up-todate, regional survey tables to use as a base.
The other alternative along these lines which has sometimes
been used is to use unmodified national coefficients as a
surrogate for the regional coefficients (e.g. Isard and Kuenne
(1953), Miller (1957) and Mules (1967)). However, this practice
is highly questionable, since national coefficients must, by
definition, vary considerably from regional coefficients, and
various authors have issued warnings against this practice (e.g.
Isard (1953) and Richardson (1972)), unless used as a last
resort.
The vast majority of non-survey techniques involve modifying
in some way the national input-output coefficients to produce
estimates of the regional input-output coefficients. Several
approaches can be identified in the literature, and can be
broadly categorized as follows:
(i)

regional weights and aggregation techniques,

(ii)

location quotient approach,

(iii) commodity balance approach,
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(iv)

constrained matrix techniques,

(v)

regional purchase coefficients,

(vi)

short-cut methods.

Although many authors have already provided excellent summaries
of these methods (the latest being Richardson (1985)), for the
sake of completeness of this report a brief comment on each
method is provided below.
5.1

Regional Weights and Aggregation Techniques
Regional weighting techniques were first used by Shen (1960)

in an attempt to account for differences in industry structure
between the region and the nation. The technique involved using
regional value-added weights to group the highly disaggregated
national input-output table into a more aggregated regional
table, the assumption being that differences in purchasing and
sales patterns from nation to region operate uniformly along
columns and rows, with the resulting more aggregated sector being
an improved representation of the regional sector.
Czamanski and Malizia (1969) used a variety of weights,
including sales, receipts, value added, output and employment, in
their construction of the 1963 Washington state table, and
Walderhaug (1972) experimented with gross regional output weights
applied to the columns of national input coefficients to produce
an estimate of the Bourque et al (1967) Washington table. His
conclusion was that the difference between the "true" and
estimated coefficients were in most cases within acceptable
limits, the exceptions being thought to be the poor quality of
the "true" values. More recently, Harrigan, McGilvray and
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McNicoll (1980) demonstrated that the systematic differences
between sectors is partly the result of different value-added
ratios.
5.2

Location Quotients
The location quotient (LQ) is a measure which compares the

relative importance of an industry in a region to its relative
importance in the nation. It is used to estimate regional
imports, on the assumption that the regional trade coefficients
differ from the national coefficients only by the magnitude of
the regional import coefficient. Thus aij = rij + mij' where aij
is the national coefficient, rij is the regional trade
coefficient, and mij (0<=mij<=aij) is a regional import
coefficient. In its simple form, the location quotient can be
represented by LQi = (Xir;xr)/(Xin;xn), where X represents
output, employment, etc., and the superscripts rand n denote
region and nation respectively.
Operationally, the regional coefficients for row i of the
table are estimated by multiplying the national coefficient by
LQi and apportioning the difference to imports, i.e.
rij = aij LQi where LQi<=l. This means that the region produces
less than its share of national output in industry i, and imports
are therefore required. If LQi>l, the region is deemed to produce
more than its share of output of industry i, and the balance is
exported.
There are a number of deficiences in the simple location
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quotient. They tend to overestimate intraregional interdependence
and ignore cross-hauling, so that exports are underestimated.
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They also assume uniformity in production and demand-consumption
patterns throughout the nation. Therefore large regional
industries which conform to the national 'average' would be
fairly well represented, but the more unique a regional industry
is in terms of different production function and demand-supply
characteristics, the less appropriate is the simple location
quotient.
In attempts to overcome some of the deficiencies of the
simple location quotient, many variations of the approach have
been suggested. These include:
(i)

The Purchases Only location quotient, used by CONSAD

(1967), in which the total regional or national output used in
the formula is only calculated from those industries which
purchase from industry i.
(ii)

The Cross-Industry location quotient (Schaffer and Chu,

1969), which attempts to take account of the relative local
importance of the purchasing industry as well as the selling
industry, by allowing for individual cell-by-cell adjustments
rather than· uniform adjustments along each row.
(iii) The Logarithmic Cross-Industry location quotient (Smith and
Morrison, 1974), which is a refined version of the Cross-Industry
LQ by taking into account the relative sizes of the region and
the nation.
(iv)

The Expenditure location quotient (Richardson, 1972), which

attempts to estimate interregional trade flows.
In practice, numerous varieties or modifications of the
location quotient have been used, almost as many varieties as
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there are regions. The RIMS II (Cartwright, Beemiller and
Gustely, 1981) and the ADOTMATR 4 (University of Nebraska)
regional input-output modelling techniques are two models in the
United States currently using location quotients. Unfortunately,
it has also been found in many studies that "simple location
quotients applied

to a national table to reduce it to a regional

table appear, in practice, to be of little value" (West, 1980,
p.84). Mayer and Pleeter (1975) and Isserman (1980) attempt a
theoretical analysis of the location quotient, and although there
appears to be no theoretical justification for using variables
other than output in the formula, even in this context many
empirical studies have cast doubt on the technique (e.g. Greytak,
(1976) and Schaffer and Chu, (1969)). This is not to say that the
LQ approach is always unreliable; it is quite possible that in
specific instances the LQ, appropriately modified for the
particular region, will provide reliable estimates of the
regional input-output coefficients.
5.3

Commodity Balance Aporoach
The commodity balance, or supply-demand pool, approach,

first derived by Isard (1953) and used by Moore and Petersen
(1955) in the Utah study, relies on subtracting total
requirements from total regional output in each industry to
obtain a net surplus or deficit. If a surplus is obtained for
industry i, then local supply is sufficiant to cover local demand
and the national coefficients are used for the regional industry.
4.
The ADOTMATR model can also use commodity balance ar.d
regional purchase coefficients procedures if required, a·-·--··:·the LQ approach is the default option.
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If, on the other hand, a deficit is obtained, then local demand
exceeds local supply and imports are required. The national
coefficients in row i are then reduced by the proportion of total
regional output to total regional requirements in that sector.
The commodity balance approach is not dissimilar to the
location quotient approach. Round (1972) has demonstrated this
relationship by showing that the commodity balance approach is
equivalent to the Cross-Industry LQ method. Also, like the
location quotient methods, the commodity balance technique can be
modified in several ways. For example, Kokat (1966) and Nevin,
Roe and Round (1966) adjusted the technique to account for
predetermined final demand, assuming that imports enter the
region as inputs only and not as final demand. Schaffer and Chu
(1969) used an iterative procedure in their RIOT (Regional InputOutput Table) Simulator, which allocates surplus 'pools' to other
sectors iteratively according to relative needs until the pool is
exhausted. Imports are then calculated as negative residuals. The
IMPLAN model, developed by the U.S. Forestry Service, also
currently uses a commodity balance approach 5 , but uses data not
generally available to the public.
Because the location quotient and commodity balance
approaches are similar, it should not be surprising that they
both suffer from much the same weaknesses. The balances are
stated in net terms, thus denying the possibility of crosshaulage and underestimating exports. Also, the rows of the
5.
The IMPLAN model is rumored to be changing to the regional
purchase coefficient approach in the near future (late 1986).
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region's export sectors cannot be adjusted for imports, so that
the national coefficients may overstate those industries' sales
to local processing sectors.
5.4

Constrained Matrix Techniques
Constrained matrix or iterative procedures, of which the RAS

or biproportional technique is the most common, were originally
developed for updating input-output tables over short time
periods. However, it is also sometimes used for the simulation of
regional tables from national input-output tables.
The RAS method, as discussed in Section 4, adjusts the base
matrix (the national coefficient table in this case) to fit a set
of regional gross or intermediate outputs and inputs, using an
iterative procedure involving alternate proportional adjustments
across rows and columns. The operational procedure is similar to
the simple location quotient or commodity balance approach,
except that it operates on both rows and columns, i.e. on an
element-by-element basis, rather than on a row-by-row basis.
Secondly, the regional coefficients can be either larger or
smaller than the national coefficients, unlike the location
quotient approach which can only produce smaller, or equal,
coefficients. Thirdly, also unlike the LQ approach, the procedure
produces a matrix which satisfies the known vectors of regional
inputs and outputs.
Although there may be some justification for using the RAS
technique for updating or balancing an input-output table,
because the basic underlying structural relationships within the
regional economy already exist in the base matrix, the approach
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appears to be more questionable when applied to a national table
which has a different structure to the regional economy (Miernyk,
(1976) and Round, (1983)). The results appear to be sensitive to
the choice of the base matrix (Malizia and Bond, 1974), even when
other regional tables of a similar size and structure are used
(Hewings, 1977), or supplemented by some additional a priori
information (Morrison and Smith, 1974).
5.5

Regional Purchase Coefficients
One of the more recent approaches to regional table

derivation is the regional purchase coefficients (RPC) approach
of Stevens, Treyz and Ehrlich (1979) and Stevens, Treyz, Ehrlich
and Bower (1983). The regional purchase coefficient is the
proportion of a good or service used to fulfill its demand in the
region, and which is supplied by the region itself rather than
being imported. The procedure attempts to derive the regional
trade coefficients using regression equations which ideally
include variables on relative transport costs, relative
production costs and outputs, wages, value added, and so on,
between the region and the nation.
Stevens et al (1983) ran a series of tests with the
technique against the Washington tables and the 1975 West
Virginia table. The results of the comparison with the Washington
tables were "quite good"; with the West Virginia model they were
less satisfactory. Richardson (1985, p.623) calls the regional
purchase coefficient approach a "welcome change" from the
previous location quotient methods, but "clearly, the RPC
approach needs more tests''· Nevertheless, it "opens up a new
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research area in non-survey techniques, although its operational
future may be limited by the Census Bureau's decision to abandon
the interregional trade flow data collected in the 1977 Census of
Transportation".

5.6

Short-Cut Methods
To complete this section on non-survey methods, a brief

mention should be made to the so-called short-cut methods. Most
of the early work in this area is attributed to Drake (1976),
Davis (1976), Conway (1975) and Stevens and Trainer (1980), but
Burford and Katz (1977, 1981) have been the most vocal in this
area of research.
The Burford and Katz approach is not a non-survey technique
as such, in that it doesn't produce a regional input-output
table. Instead it uses the properties of expected values, and
estimates "short-cut" multipliers by assuming that the expected
value of each coefficient in a column is equal to the column
mean. This assumption ignores the structural characteristics of
the economy. After some initial criticisms, they modified their
approach to incorporate some additional information, such as the
row sums of the matrix.
The criticisms against this approach are essentially twofold. Firstly, Jensen and Hewings (1985) point out that the
short-cut multipliers are not input-output multipliers, but in
fact simple Keynesian multipliers. Secondly, the technique does
not produce an input-output table, so that the disaggregated
effects of impacts cannot be calculated, nor can the procedure
provide any information on the regional structure of production
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and consumption which is one of the main advantages of the inputoutput model. "The current concensus is that they are very
unreliable" (Richardson, 1985, p.624).
As a general comment, one of the main problems with all the
above (except short-cut) non-survey approaches is that they
generally rely on converting national technology coefficients
into regional coefficients. There appears to be some confusion in
the literature, with many analysts referring to national inputoutput coefficients as national technology coefficients, yet the
two are distinctly different. In the context of measuring and
modifying the technological structure of industries, which is the
primary objective of many non-survey approaches, the national
coefficient matrix is used as a surrogate of the production
functions of the national industries, but the columns of the
input-output matrix do not represent production functions. The
input-output matrix simply reflects the purchasing patterns of
sectors, not production functions, the difference being in the
imports component of the table. A true technology matrix does not
contain an imports row.
In general, little research has been undertaken on the
relationship between national technical coefficients and regional
technical coefficients. Hewings (1971) notes that there has been
almost no work done on measuring regional production functions
and comparing them to national production functions. This implies
that the use of these methods as a sole conversion technique
should therefore be treated with caution.
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5.7

Survey Vs. Non-Survey Approaches
In summary, one of the main objectives of non-survey

advocates, to produce regional input-output tables with a minimum
of time, effort and monetary cost, has largely been achieved. For
example, the time estimates of various models currently available
in the United States range from 15-20 hours for the IMPLAN and
the Regional Science Research Institute models to 3-6 weeks for
the RIMS II model, compared to several man-years for a surveybased table. Boster and Martin (1972) found budget differences of
a magnitude of 20:1 between a survey and non-survey model
constructed for the state of Arizona. In addition, some of these
techniques virtually require little or no technical knowledge on
the part of the user, which is a far cry from the dedicated,
highly-trained analysts who undertake the formidable task of
constructing survey-based tables.
Unfortunately, there has been a large 'cost' sacrificed in
winning these objectives, and that is the cost of accuracy. Most
analysts would now agree that "pure" non-survey techniques can
only produce tables of dubious accuracy (Miernyk, 1976). In
retrospect, this conclusion should not be surprising. No one
could really expect that all the intricacies of a regional
economy could be reproduced by mechanical means, either in a
partitive or holistic sense. We are at the stage where we have
enough knowlege to know that the regional structures differ
significantly from the national structure, but not enough
information on how they differ. Without this type of information,
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it is difficult to see how the non-survey approach can survive on
its own.
There is, however, some light at the end of the tunnel. It
is possible, through primary data collections, to obtain region
specific data on industries which are known to differ in
technology and structure from the national •average'. If this
information is in some way incorporated into the mechanical
procedures, one of the main criticisms of the non-survey approach
is weakened. These techniques are called partial-survey or hybrid
techniques.
6.

HYBRID TECHNIQUES
Hybrid methods attempt to combine the best features of both

the survey and non-survey approaches. The survey-based table
requires enormous resource requirements in terms of both time and
money, frequently absorbing several man-years in the production
of the table with quite lengthy time lags to publication. On the
other hand, most analysts are naturally suspicious of the
accuracy of non-survey methodologies. The hybrid approach, as
defined for the purpose of this report, is a formalized mixture
of both methods of table construction.
The philosophy behind the hybrid approach lies in the
distinction between the two concepts of partitive and holistic
accuracy, discussed in some detail in Section 3 above. Partitive
accuracy suggests that the table should be viewed primarily as an
accounting document, and that therefore each cell of the table
should record as accurately as possible the appropriate
intersectoral transaction. On the other hand, holistic accuracy
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reflects the extent to which the table represents the economy as
a whole, in an analytical sense.
Research into the sensitivity and significance of inputoutput coefficients tends to support the general notion that the
effects of smaller coefficients are relatively insignificant in
the formation of the multipliers, and that the importance of the
coefficients increases exponentially as their relative size
increases. More explicitly, West (1981, 1986a) shows that
multiplier errors are related to (a) the size of the coefficient
error, (b) the magnitude of the corresponding direct coefficient,
(c) the level of connectedness, and (d) the level of aggregation.
"Thus errors in the coefficients gives rise to relatively larger
multiplier errors in more interconnected tables and more
disaggregated tables. Within any given table, cells which contain
large direct coefficients and also correspond to large row and
column multipliers have a larger effect on multiplier error than
other cells" (West, 1981, p.860). The hybrid philosophy is an
explicit attempt to incorporate these notions into a formalized
methodology.
We can distinguish within this category a number of broad
sub-categories, namely the "top-down" approach, the "bottom-up"
approach, the "horizontal" or "same-level" approach, and some
other miscellaneous techniques. Each of these are discussed
briefly in turn.
6.1

Top-Down Apnroach
The most common hybrid approach involves the so-called top-

down methodology, in which various non-survey procedures are
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applied to the national or other higher-order table to produce a
non-survey regionalized matrix of input-output coefficients. This
matrix is supplemented with region-specific primary or survey
data, designed to improve the accuracy of the final product.
Surprisingly, although the hybrid concept has been widely
discussed in the literature, there appears to have been little
formalized application of the procedure in the United States. A
number of organizations are currently offering their services for
producing regional input-output tables, but on the surface these
appear to be more non-survey rather than hybrid techniques. Two
of the more well known are the Schaffer and IMPLAN models. Both
use commodity balance techniques to regionalize the national
table. Schaffer's approach is essentially the Georgia model
(Schaffer, et al, 1972) applied to other regions. However it is
not clear whether the current technique explicitly incorporates
survey data into the procedure. Two other well known models, the
RIMS II (Cartwright, et al, 1981) and the Regional Science
Research Institute (Stevens, et al, 1983) models, do not in their
usual form supply a regional input-output table. Instead they
specialize in undertaking impact studies, with the purchaser
simply being provided with the results of that specific study.
The ADOTMATR (University of Nebraska) model, on the other
hand, is a computer program which the user can purchase, and is
designed to construct non-survey regional and multiregional
input-output tables. It provides the user with a variety of
options. In its default form, it uses location quotients to
regionalize a "reference" economy, which is usually the U.S.
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national table but other tables, e.g. state, can be used. The
user also has the option to use commodity balance or regional
purchase coefficients instead of location quotients if
appropriate data are available. It also appears to allow the user
to incorporate other data into the estimation process if required
or available.
One of the very few techniques which strictly satisfies the
definition of 'hybrid' stated above is the Australian Generation
of Regional Input-output Tables (GRIT) system. The original GRIT
methodology was developed by a research group led by Rod Jensen
at the University of Queensland in 1976, following discussions
between the Queensland Government and the University of
Queensland. The project, funded by the Queensland Government,
resulted in the report now commonly referred to as the GRIT
report (Jensen, Mandeville and Karunaratne, 1977, 1979).
Since the emergence of the original report, theoretical and
empirical experimentation and application of the tables continued
in an attempt to improve both the GRIT procedure and the usage of
the tables (West, 1980). In 1979, this research was incorporated
into the procedures used to compile regional tables commissioned
by the Northern Territory and South Australian Governments (West
et al, 1979, 1980); the revised procedure being termed GRIT II.

Subsequently, the Western Australian Government used the
procedure to derive tables for Western Australia (Western
Australian Department of Resources Development, 1980), Powell et
al,

(1981) produced tables for Victoria and later for New South
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Wales (Powell et al, 1985), and Edwards et al (1981) derived a
state table for the Tasmanian Government.
More recently, the Northern Territory Government
commissioned two GRIT II updates (Mules and Morison, (1981), and
Morison and West, (1983)), and the Queensland Government
commissioned GRIT II (Morison et al, 1982) and GRIT III (West, et
al, 1982) tables for the state and regions of Queensland. GRIT

III is an extension of GRIT II which incorporates interregional
trade flows between regions (West et al, 1984). The Western
Australia and South Australian Governments are currently using
GRIT II to produce updates of their original tables. Thus every
state in Australia is now "officially" using GRIT techniques to
derive state and regional input-output tables. In total, some 8090 input-output tables for some 50-60 regions in Australia have
been based wholly or partially on GRIT procedures.
In early 1985, The Australian (Federal) Government contacted
the University of Queensland for discussions on making GRIT
officially available through Federal Government agencies for
regional planning purposes, particularly at the local government
level. After several workshop-type seminars in Canberra which
brought together input-output analysts from throughout Australia
to discuss the feasibility of input-output analysis for planning
purposes and in particular the GRIT procedure, a formal agreement
was signed between the Federal Government and the University of
Queensland. The project is currently ongoing and involves several
stages, including the development of instruction manuals,
computer software and training sessions. To date, three reports
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have been completed (Jensen and West, 1985a, 1986) and West
(1986c).
In conjunction with the project, the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) is reorganizing part of their input-output data
services. GRIT requires a special version of the national table
(the national technology matrix), and in the past this had to be
estimated indirectly. In addition, some region-specific data,
such as employment, were not published in a form consistent with
the national input-output sector classification. In the future,
when the ABS publishes the national input-output tables, they
will also distribute on computer tape and/or diskettes this
information in a form which can be inserted directly into GRIT,
thus eliminating many of the time consuming and awkward steps in
the process.
As GRIT is the only technique which probably fits closest to
the true hybrid concept, which appears to have any official
government accreditation and support, and is also the only
technique with which this author has intimate knowledge, it is
worth discussing the procedure in some detail. The GRIT system
was the first large-scale application of the hybrid methodology,
and other models, e.g. GRITSIC (Phibbs and Holsman, 1982), are
basically variations about the theme.
GRIT uses a series of non-survey steps to produce prototype
regional tables from the national table, but provides the
opportunity at various stages for the insertion of "superior
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data 116 • The system is "variable interference" in that the analyst
is able to determine the extent to which he interferes with the
mechanical processes by introducing primary or other superior
data. In the words of the original authors, the "GRIT system was
designed to incorporate the following features:
(a) that input-output tables and their attendant
multipliers could be calculated for any region for
which certain minimum levels of data are available, for
example local government areas, planning regions, or
any ad hoc region devised for a specific purpose;
(b) that the regional tables be consistent with the
table developed for the economy as a whole;
(c) that, although the basic GRIT methodology for
producing both state and regional tables is a
combination of procedures for converting national
tables to regional tables, sufficient flexibility
exists to allow the insertion of other data at the
discretion of the analyst. This facility will be
applied where users have 'superior data', i.e.
estimates of higher quality than those generated from
national tables;
(d) that the system be capable of updating with
minimum effort, as new data sources become available;
(e) that the input-output tables and multipliers
derived for each region be directly comparable, both
conceptually and by sector definition, and internally
consistent within the system;
(f) that the application of the system in an empirical
context involves a minimum of expense and time,
consistent with a reasonable degree of accuracy, while
allowing the subjective judgment of the analyst to be
incorporated without difficulty;
(g) that the application of the system be sufficiently
uncomplicated to encourage adoption by analysts without
a high degree of expertise in 'conventional' approaches
in the preparation of input-output tables;

6.
The term "superior data" is a term coined by Jensen et al to
denote primary, survey or other data which are 'superior' to the
non-survey produced estimates .

•
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(h) that the system be designed as a series of modular
components, each of which might be modified by the
analyst." (Jensen et al, 1979, p.16)
The GRIT methodologal sequence can be described in five
phases and fifteen steps, as shown in Table 2. Phase I provides
for the preparation of the national table as the basis for the
non-survey part of the process. Step l identifies the chosen
version of the national tables; this in the Australian context is
a 109-sector table in basic values with indirect allocation of
competing imports, but any equivalent, e.g. U.S., national table
could be used. Step 2, providing for adjustments for price levels
and updating, was inserted as an optional step. Step 3 provides
for adjustments to the national table for international trade, to
produce a table representing a national closed economy as a
surrogate for a 'true' national technology matrix. In the past,
this was achieved by allocating national imports over the
intermediate entries in the columns of the national matrix. In
the future, Steps l to 3 will be performed by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics, and eventually will be published annually.
Phase I provides the reference base for that part of the
GRIT system which is mechanical in nature, and from which the
calculation of any number of tables referring to regions within
the nation could be initiated. Phase II and subsequent phases are
required with respect to each regional table. Phase II attempts
the conversion of national technical coefficients to the first
approximation of regional trade coefficients, by applying two
adjustment procedures. Step 4 involves the application of a
procedure similar to that proposed by Smith and Morrison (1974)
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and Schaffer (1976). Where official data indicated the absence in
the region of either firms or employment in any nationally
defined sector, the aij associated with that classification from
the 'regional' A matrix was entered as a regional import.
Following this, Step 5 provides for downward adjustment of some
of the remaining coefficients in the national A matrix, to remove
to the imports row that portion of purchases ascribed to these
sectors in the national table, but which become imports at the
regional level. This is achieved by a modified form of the
location quotient, including variables on relative employment,
output, per capita consumption and price levels (West, 1980). In
practice, other types of 'regionization' techniques could be
used, such as commodity balance or regional purchase
coefficients, at the discretion of the analyst.
Phase III involves the insertion of superior data and sector
definition. Step 6 calls for the insertion of "disaggregated
superior data", i.e. estimates which the analyst considers
superior to those produced by the mechanical operations of Phases
I and II, and which are available at the 109-sector level.
Superior data at this level normally includes data on wages and
salaries, primary industries production, mining production, and
some manufacturing figures. In Step 7, sectors are aggregated to
form a table which is more commensurate with the simpler economic
structure of the region. Step a provides an opportunity for the
insertion into the coefficient matrix of superior data which is
available only at a more aggregated form consistent with the
sector definition adopted.
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The aim of Phase IV is the conversion of the regional
coefficient table into a prototype transactions table. This
prototype table is a 'next-to-final' regional transactions table.
Two steps are required, namely the conversion of the coefficients
into transactions and the completion of the final demand
quadrants. Step 9 simply involves multiplying the coefficient
elements in each sector by estimates of regional output to
produce first estimates of transactions. Step 10 produces, from
the initial transactions table, the prototype transactions table,
detailing the four quadrants of the table by calculation of
estimates for the elements of final demand. Step 11 involves the
observance of sensitivity analysis principles by identifying the
more critical coefficients in multiplier formation, and ensuring
the highest possible level of accuracy in these coefficients.
Step 12 simply derives the inverses and multipliers for the
prototype table using conventional techniques.
Phase V, the final stage of the GRIT sequence, shifts the
responsibility for adjustment directly to the analyst. At this
stage, the analyst is faced with a table, or series of tables,
which have been examined in detail, with a view to implementing
Step 13, the final superior data insertions and balancing.
In many sectors, there could be a reasonable expectation
that the estimates generated in Phases I-IV are free from
substantial error. This would obviously include sectors which did
not differ substantially in structure between regions, for
example some categories of service industries. The identification
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of such sectors by the analyst should be possible as an exercise
in professional judgment.
The experience of the University of Queensland research
teams was that inspection of the final tables showed that few
adjustments were required. However, some of these adjustments
were significant, and the tables would have been inadequate if
this examination had not occurred. The research team attempts to
draw on the extensive knowledge of other input-output analysts,
government officers skilled in economic interpretation of the
various facets of the regional and state economies, and other
useful sources of opinion. From this consultation emerges a table
which is accepted as conforming with the main criterion of GRIT,
namely "free of significant error", or accurate in an holistic
sense. These adjustments to the prototype tables occur mainly in
sectors which show either unique regional characteristics, or
which have been submerged by dominant national industries outside
the region. Usually, most entries in the prototype tables are
acceptable and conform to expected magnitudes. Examination of the
multipliers of the prototype tables, and comparison of these
multipliers with those from other studies, assists in

f

I

highlighting potential problem areas. Finally, Step 14 of the

i

sequence provides for the derivation of the final transactions

II

table, which involves reconciling the entries and the final

1
'

balancing of the table along the lines of the full-survey
procedure outlined in Section 4. Step 15 calculates the usual
inverses and multipliers.
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The above discussion provides a representative description
of a typical hybrid methodology. Obviously, the analyst has the
option to vary the individual steps as he sees fit, to tailor the
procedure to a particular application. For example, any of the
non-survey methodologies, or combinations thereof, discussed in
Section 5 could be used in Phase II of the procedure. The
particular variation selected will depend on a number of factors,
including data availability and region structure. The 'best'
alternative may involve some empirical experimentation, as was
done in the Australian application. Secondly, the analyst will
have plenty of opportunity to experiment with many of the surveybased procedures in Phases IV and V, as outlined in Section 4 of
this report, e.g. reconciliation of entries and options for final
balancing and other adjustments. Within this overall framework,
however, resides a system which lends itself to a cost-effective
approach to table construction.
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Table 2

The GRIT Methodological Sequence

Step No.
PHASE I

ADJUSTMENTS TO NATIONAL TABLE

1

Start with national input-output table.
(109-sector table with indirect allocation of
competitive imports, basic values.)

2

Adjustment of national table for price levels and
updating.

3

Adjustment for international trade.
PHASE I I

ADJUSTMENT FOR REGIONAL IMPORTS

4

Calculation of non-competitive imports.

5

Calculation of competitive imports.
PHASE III DEFINITION OF REGIONAL SECTORS

6

Insertion of disaggregated superior data.

7

Aggregation of sectors.

8

Insertion of aggregated superior data.
PHASE IV

DERIVATION OF PROTOTYPE TABLE

9

Derivation of initial transactions table.

10

Manual or iterative adjustments to initial table
to derive prototype table.

11

Consistency checks, analysis of sensitivity and
coefficient significance.

12

Derivation of inverses and multipliers for
prototype table.
PHASE V

DERIVATION OF FINAL TRANSACTIONS TABLE

13

Final superior data insertions and other
adjustments.

14

Derivation of final transactions table.

15

Derivation of inverses and multipliers for final
table.

l
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6.2

Bottom-Up Approach
A relatively recent competitor in regional input-output

compilation methodologies is a experimental system called ASSET
(A System for Small Economy Tables), for producing "sub-regional"
tables. The procedure is a hybrid approach, based on the use of
representative firm data, and in a sense is seen as "working from
the ground up", as distinct from the usual approach which works
from the national table down. The suggestion is that data
relating to the cost structure of many types of small firms can
be assembled and used as the basis for the cost coefficients of a
prototype input-output table, and supplemented by direct survey
data relating to the specific region in question. The approach is
primarily aimed at estimating tables for small regions, with
populations of about 10,000 or less.
ASSET has been used experimentally to derive a table for the
town of Cooroy, Queensland (population of 1,000) for the year
1980-81 (Smith, (1983), Smith and Jensen, (1984)). The
representative firm data relating to the cost structures of those
types of firms or community organizations that can be expected to
be found in many small economies was derived from the Small
Businesses Profiles collected by the Financial Management
Research Centre at the University of New England. Secondly, a
survey of all businesses and community organizations in the town
provided data on output and employment levels and other primary
data, e.g. import to local purchase ratios, capital expenditure
estimates, and detailed row and column data not provided by the
representative firm data.
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The representative firm notion is not new, however it is a
relatively recent concept in input-output. Mandeville and Powell
(1978) used representative farm data derived from linear
programming models for agriculture sectors in their attempt to
derive an input-output table of the Central Macquarie region for
1968-69. Although the Cooroy study indicated that the procedure
is not without some difficulties, it is possible that in future,
ASSET-type techniques will play an important role in the
estimation of small region input-output tables.
6.3

Same-Level Approach
The other main alternative for constructing a hybrid table

is the "same-level" or "horizontal" approach, which derives a
table from a previous table of the same region. The most common
approach in this category refers to the RAS or biproportional
technique, discussed in its "pure" form in Section 5.4. It has
already been noted that its application is probably questionable
when applied to the national table as the base matrix, but when
the base matrix is a previous table of the same region, and when
applied in a "modified" form, the approach appears to have
potential as a hybrid updating methodology.
In essence, the approach is similar to the GRIT methodology
described in Section 6.1. The same "superior" data collections
are performed and inserted into the base matrix. These preestimated cells are then "locked-in". However, instead of the
remaining 'insignificant' cells being estimated by, e.g.,
location quotients, they are estimated by applying the RAS
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procedure to the base matrix, with only the cells which have not
been pre-determined being allowed to vary.
Conceptually, the technique is attractive. Firstly, the
'parent' table from which the non-survey elements are estimated
is a table of the same region, which should therefore already
contain the basic structural interrelationships unique to the
regional economy, unlike the national table. Secondly, it is a
biproportional technique, unlike the uni-proportional approach of
the simple location quotient. Thirdly, the procedure produces a
consistent matrix which satisfies the known regional gross inputs
and outputs. The main disadvantage of the technique is that it
requires a previous table of the same region as a base matrix, so
therefore it would generally be restricted to updating a regional
table rather than deriving the table from scratch.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics have adopted the
procedure for updating the Australian national input-output
tables (Gretton and Cotterell, 1979). The procedure involves
estimating from basic data sources table aggregates and some
intermediate flows. It is envisaged that each intermediate flow
be updated at least once every five years according to a rotating
programme. In the intervening years, the remaining flows are
estimated by the modified RAS method. Thus, no part of the table
is more than five years out of date, and most significant cells
are revised annually. The ABS feels that the experiments have
been successful, and plan to continue using the combination of
the RAS procedure with commodity flow data, with the primary aim
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being to reduce the time lag (currently about five years) to an
annual series of national tables.
In the regional context, Morison and West (1984) did a
comparison between GRIT and the modified RAS for producing a
state table of the Northern Territory. Using an identical
superior data set, they found, using the Butterfield and Mules
(1980) routine for table comparisons, that "strong similarities
seem to exist between the two tables and most multiplier values
(which are of prime concern to most regional analysts using
input-output tables) will not be significantly different" (p.
23). In essence, this result is not surprising, as clearly the
tables estimated by the two techniques will converge as more
superior data is inserted. "As a subjective guide, however, one
of the most important criteria for choosing which methodology to
use in a practical context would be the time-lag between base and
updated tables associated with each procedure. In general, in the
absence of any additional evidence, the option with the least
time-lag and the most 'reliable' base table must have the odds in
its favour" (p.24).
6.4

Other Miscellaneous Approaches
To complete this section on hybrid techiques, we should

mention a couple of other approaches which may be relevant to the
general discussion. These are not construction techniques in
their own right, but rather suggestions which may be incorporated
into one or more of the above construction frameworks.
The first suggestion involves what could be called a
graduated approach to table construction. A basic feature of a
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graduated planning structure is the recognition that industries
and other economic activities can be classified according to
their 'significance' in the economy (Jensen and West, 1984). In
its ~implest form, the activities in the economy could be
classified into, say, three categories, namely major, significant
and minor. Major activities are those which play a prominent role
in the transmission of regional linkages, and could be identified
as those in which a relatively small change in output could lead
to relatively large and perhaps disruptive changes in other
industries. Minor activities are those which contribute the least
to regional economic aggregates, and are virtually unnoticeable
in the transmission of interindustry linkages. Somewhere between
major and minor industries are activities which can be called
significant, in that they have an influence which is both
noticeable and of some importance.
By attempting to identify and subsequently estimate these
various industry categories in the region, the analyst can set up
a procedure whereby an "appropriate" level of economic detail and
accuracy is incorporated into the table. At the first stage of
estimation, a "major-industry" input-output table would be
produced, somewhat similar to the Technique for Area Planning
(TAP) model of Bonner and Fahle (1967). At the second stage of
estimation, the 'significant' industries would be isolated and
incorporated into the model, and so on. Thus, in this framework,
input-output analysis could be applied at a variety of levels,
depending on the detail and complexity required.
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A second suggestion is to use information obtained from
studies of regional economic,structure to highlight or identify
major or significant components and linkages in the economy. An
initial exploration into this area, by Jensen and West (1985b)
uses input-output tables for the ten regions of Queensland to
determine regularities in the structure of these tables, i.e. to
study patterns of cell and group behaviour in an attempt to
identify any fundamental structure which might be common to the
economies considered. The study is based on regression analysis.
The results indicate (with respect to the Queensland
enviroment) that (i) about 75 percent of the cells in the 11sector tables are "predictable'' in a statistical relationship,
(ii) cell behaviour is consistent within sectors, with the mining
and primary industry rows and columns much less predictable,
consistent with the observed pattern of substantial regional
differences in these sectors, and a higher level of
predictability in the secondary, services and trade sectors, and
(iii) identifiable patterns of predictable cells occur,
suggesting that an identifiable fundamential economic structure
exists which encompass the secondary-service-trade interactions.
This fundamental structure appears to be clearly established over
the spectrum of regions ranging from the more diverse economies
to the simpler 'rural' economies. The household sector is also a
part of this fundamential structure.
The significance of these studies into economic structure,
although perhaps premature in the context of this study, is that
they will eventually play an important part in identifing the
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significant industries and activities and underlying linkages in
the interindustry framework. At the very least, studies of this
nature will be useful for flagging the significant cells in the
table; eventually they may even be used in the direct estimation
phases. They also provide a picture of how regional economies
change or develop over time, from a basic rural structure to a
more integrated and diversified economy.
7.

DATA REQUIREMENTS
Economic data are not plentiful at the regional level; in

fact the regional analyst is usually faced with severe data
shortages. The main question, however, is whether these data
shortages are sufficiently severe to prevent the development of
useful and reasonably accurate regional input-output tables. Past
experience in regional input-output provides strong evidence that
this is not the case. Most analysts, particularly those using
hybrid techniques, have adopted methods which maximize the use of
hard data, and of the more reliable data sources, and which
minimize the use of less reliable data. In this way, a somewhat
optimal use of data is achieved.
Such an approach is not only optimal in data usage, but is
realistic in an empirical sense. Recent events and government
decisions, and the general economic enviroment, suggest that
analysts should not expect improvements in regional data
collections which allow sufficient hard data for the preparation
of partitively accurate input-output tables. The more likely
situation on regional data availability is that existing data
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collections will at best be maintained, or that analysts will
have to cope with a reduced range of regional economic data.
Data requirements for regional input-output table
construction vary according to the methods employed in table
preparation and according to the analysis intended. There is
little point in specifying here the "ideal" data set, i.e. to
provide a list of requirements for ideal circumstances; such an
unrealistic approach has limited value. Rather, a list of minimum
data requirements is suggested to avoid undue indirect or
undesirable arbitary allocation estimation procedures, and to
provide a series of control totals to ensure the integrity of the
table. Such a list would include regional and sectoral estimates
of:

(i)

gross output levels

( ii)

net output levels (net of intermediate inputs)

( iii)

wages, salaries and supplements

(iv)

gross capital formation

(v)

interregional imports and exports

(vi)

other items of value added (indirect taxes, etc.)

(vii)

sales to households, household consumption patterns

(viii) government expenditure
(ix)

significant intersectoral flows.
In practice, severe data shortages exist and indirect or

other allocation methods are necessary in table construction. For
example, estimates of sector/industry output are not available
for many service industries (which can constitute a significant
component of a state economy), and need to be estimated
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indirectly from other sources. These data shortages do not
reflect simply regional data limitations, but often reflect lack
of data collections at the national level.
The importance of data shortages should be related to the
expected significance of the item in the input-output table. In
this respect it has frequently been noted that items relating to
household income and consumption are dominant items influencing
the formation of multipliers, i.e. the consumption-induced
component of the multiplier is often the dominant component,
especially in rural regions. It is therefore unfortunate that
household income and consumption at the regional level is one of
the 'least documented items; few indicators of regional
consumption patterns are available, and analysts are usually
required to use some proxy. Conversely, it should be recognized
that many industries which are important at the state and
regional level have been recognised as such for some time and
have been subject to scrutiny over many years. For example,
extensive data collection relating to some agricultural and
pastoral industries have often been the norm, as well as
attention being paid to mining operations.
Most of this report has been aimed, directly or indirectly,
at the problem of regional data limitations. The emergence of
non-survey approaches and more recently the hybrid methodology
has been in direct response to this data problem. If resources
could be redirected to improving regional data collections, then
it is clear that one of the highest priorities should be improved
information on household activities, and primarily household
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consumption patterns. Other priority areas would be in the output
and cost components of service industries, including personal and
business services. Finally, given the unsatisfactory state of
regional trade statistics, further data in this respect would
also be of immense value.
8.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The acceptance of input-output analysis for regional
economic planning appears to vary from country to country, and
often in a cyclical manner. In Australia, for example, the
adoption of input-output was rather slow initially, but the
growth of interest in the technique since the late 1970s has been
remarkable, with the technique now being accepted by virtually
all levels of government. Fortunately, the acceptance of inputoutput analysis by policy planners has not been completely
uncritical, and this has stimulated high standards of application
and maintained pressure for better data and more efficient means
of table construction and use.
In summary, the ideal state or regional input-output table
would be a full survey-based table, in the strict sense of the
definition. The full survey-based table is the most comprehensive
and accurate, but requires enormous resource requirements in
terms of both time and money, absorbing several man-years in the
derivation of the table with lengthy time lags to publication. At
the other end of the spectrum is the non-survey approach, which
uses a series of mechanical steps to "regionalize" a parent
table, usually the national table, and which are easy, quick and
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inexpensive to apply, but are generally accepted as being of
dubious accuracy.
Between these two extremes lie a broad spectrum of
construction methodologies. These are variously termed "partialsurvey" or "hybrid" methodologies, and incorporate both survey or
primary data and mechanically produces estimates into the
construction process. Obviously, the more primary data included,
the closer the system is to the pure survey-based table.
Alternatively, the less survey data used, the closer the table
will be to the non-survey end of the spectrum.
In todays economic enviroment, with increasing pressure from
regional and state planners for more timely (i.e. reduced time
lags) modelling systems, it is obvious that the hybrid approach
is the sensible approach to table construction. It is the most
cost-effective approach in the sense of maximizing accuracy
subject to the constraints of limited time, cost and other
resources. The question that remains to be answered is what is
the appropriate balance between accuracy and cost, and
unfortunately this cannot be answered in this report. In essence,
the more money that is available, the more accurate will be the
final product.
Within the general hybrid framework of construction
methodologies, the current state of the art dictates that the
"top-down" approach, described in Section 6.1, is the most widely
used and extensively tested technique, and has been demonstrated
to give reliable and consistent results. Within this general
approach, the analyst has the option to vary any one or all of
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the individual steps, depending on cost, data availability,
region structure, and so on, and as noted previously, may involve
some empirical experimentation before the best combination of
methods is chosen.
In general, the procedure would best be described, and
achieved, in a cost-effective and holistic accuracy framework,
by:

(i)

maximizing the use of published statistics - this should
be available for employment by industry, some output,
wages and salaries, and production levels, and other
items.

(ii)

identifying other sources of state government/regional
hard data relevant to the input-output model (and to any
proposed extensions to the input-output model).

(iii)

identification and evaluation of other data sources, such
as surveys of firms, representative firm studies, industry
reports, and so on.

(iv)

formalising a system to ensure that these data are
incorporated into the input-output table, and that
regularly available new data are incorporated into the
system.

(vii)

identification of significant cells in the table from
independent sources, such as studies of economic
structure, and ensuring that these cells are partitively
accurate (e.g. surveys, observations).

(vii)

compilation of the remainder of the table by a careful
selection of non-survey methods.
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This system is seen as maximizing the use of the more reliable
data, concentrating resources on more significant items, and
avoiding the expenditure of resources on less significant items.
This is a workable and cost-efficient approach with a level of
operational accuracy similar to that achieved by the use of
survey-based tables.
Once the state table has been derived, it would be well
worth the effort to ensure that the table is maintained in an upto-date and operational form. Basically, this would involve
formalising a system to update the data base on a regular basis,
as regularly available new or published data becomes available.
This could easily be achieved by a research assistant working on
a part-time basis. It would also involve maintaining an
information system, whereby any significant changes in the state
economy, such as a new manufacturing industry or construction
project, are noted and blended into the overall data base.
Secondly, on a regular basis, preferrably annually, this
data would need to be incorporated into the input-output table.
This would best be achieved using a modified RAS or similar
procedure, as used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics and
described in Section 6.3 above. This would involve several weeks
of intensive work each year, but the end result could well be
worth the effort, namely a consistently up-to-date state and
regional data base and economic modelling system. As a byproduct, this updating process would provide a valuable data base
for other economic analyses, and also valuable experience for
graduate students who could become involved in the system, either
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as a source of research assistance or as part of their course and
project work.
As a final point, if sufficient resources are available, it
may be worth considering the possibility of undertaking a "full"
update of the table at regular intervals, say every five years,
using the initially chosen or revised hybrid methodology. In this
way, by comparing the tables derived by the hybrid and RAS based
methodologies, significant differences would be highlighted, thus
drawing attention to potential problem areas in the table. By
using a series of reconciliation procedures, the two tables could
then be amalgamated into a single, improved model of the state
economy.
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